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ABSTRACT
Unmanned Aerial Systems (UASs) has been actively deployed in search and
rescue mission,surveillance, and many other applications [1, 2]. To realize UASs fully
autonomous, it is essential that Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are equipped with
collision avoidance techniques. One of the major challenges for autonomous UAV is
that there is a high degree of uncertainty when interacting with moving objects; thus,
increasing the likelihood of a collision. This dissertation aims to address these
challenges through the following two objectives:
1. Minimize collision scenarios for indoor navigation through a Bayesian network
topology.
2. Reduce the costs of path planning in 2D/3D environments for multi-object
scenarios.
An object's level of uncertainty can be reduced by classifying the object then
using a proposed network architecture that is based on the Bayesian probabilistic model
topology to determine the possible region of existence within the scene. Object
classification finds an object and identifies it using a trained model. The network
architecture is then utilized for each detected object using the detected object's type,
orientation, and velocity inputs. The output of the network architecture identifies a
Safety-Occupied Region (SOR) for the detected objects. The simulation results indicate

xix

that the safety occupied region changes with respect to the detected object's state as a
function of time.
The main contribution of this dissertation is to design a hybrid methodology
that takes the proposed network architecture based on the Bayesian network topology
to calculate objects' space occupancy binary map and integrates it with 2D/3D path
planning algorithms for collision avoidance. This method facilitates alternative
collision-free efficient path determinations so the host UAV can reach its destination,
allowing it to maneuver safely and closely to other objects.
The Hybrid A* algorithm's simulation results show higher efficiency than the
PRM algorithm in finding the shortest feasible path in the 2D environment. The
proposed multiple 2D combined methodologies based on the Hybrid A* and the 3D A*
algorithms are compared to evaluate the effectiveness of collision avoidance with
dynamic objects in a 3D environment. Simulation results indicate that the proposed
methodologies are effective for collision-free autonomous UAVs.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) collision avoidance has been a popular point
of discussion that has attracted significant interest amongst researchers for the last few
decades. We present collision avoidance path planning methodologies in this
dissertation based on a system network using a Bayesian topology developed in 2D and
3D environments.
This work’s primary contribution is to optimize an indoor autonomous UAV
trajectory that can safely fly from a start location to an end destination, taking into
consideration the safety-occupied regions that contain different types of indoor objects.
Objects are categorized with respect to their dynamic or static states.
Relative dynamic object orientation and position will be considered, along with
their relative speed to the host UAV. Using this type of algorithm reduces the level of
uncertainty in the system.

1.1.

Overview
Collision avoidance is an ongoing challenge for the present autonomous

unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) industry. UAVs are fast and multipurpose robots used
in various applications, such as surveying, rescue missions [1], detection, and tracking
[2-4].
According to the United States Department of Defense (U.S. DoD) [5], UAVs
are classified with respect to their size, weight, and altitude capability (Table 1.1).
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Table 1.1. UAVs Classifications
Size

Weight (lbs)

Altitude (ft)

Airspeed (knots)

Small

0 – 20

<1200 Above Ground Level (ABL)

<100

Medium

21 – 55

>1200 & <3500 ABL

<250

Large

> 55

>3500 Mean Sea level

Any airspeed

UAVs can also be classified in terms of their flying system category, such as
fixed-wing, flapping wing, or n-copter [6, 7], and their communication capabilities,
such as cooperative or non-cooperative [8-11]. Cooperative UAVs involve aircraft that
exchange their coordinates through ADS-B devices. Non-cooperative UAVs only use
sensors, such as cameras, lidar, and radar.
Finding a collision-free path for a host UAV becomes more challenging when
there is less information about detected obstacles within the scene, meaning that the
level of uncertainty is inversely proportional to the amount of gathered information
about the detected obstacles. The level of uncertainty is an essential factor in decision
making and determining a collision-free path.
Collision avoidance takes place in three consecutive phases: detection, decision
making, and action. The detection phase occurs when the sensors detect an object’s
existence using active or passive sensors. The decision-making phase is when different
algorithms are used to compute and estimate the required path options to avoid collision
and satisfy the UAV’s objective. The action phase involves applying the decision made
by parameters such as trajectory changes or motors speeds. Fig. 1.1 summarizes the
different stages used for collision avoidance.
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Fig. 1.1. Collision avoidance Phases
Autonomous small-sized UAVs require onboard collision avoidance
technology since they can move at high velocities, at much as 51.44 m/s (Table 1.1);
therefore, they require high computation efficiency to calculate a free path within a
limited time frame., which will ensure collision avoidance. This technology requires
onboard computing platforms, which creates a payload challenge.
Another payload challenge comes from the sensing equipment used for smallsized autonomous UAVs. Active sensors, such as lidars or laser range finders [12-14],
are relatively heavy compared to passive sensors; therefore, lightweight passive
sensors, such as cameras, are more favorable for use with small-sized autonomous
UAVs since they add significantly less weight.
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has assigned safety regulations for
small-sized UAVs, including Sense-and-Avoid (SAA) technology [15, 16]. SAA is a
feature that allows UAVs to detect different objects so that they can circumvent
accidents. This feature depends on the type of UAV sensors.
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There are two main types of sensors: active and passive. The main difference
between these sensors is the method used to collect data from the surrounding
environment. The sensor transmitter, which includes ultrasonic and laser sensors, emits
energy during active sensing, and the receiver measures the energy’s effects to
understand the scene. A passive sensor, such as a camera, uses the existing energy in
the surrounding environment. The application determines the type of sensor used:
detecting an object’s existence can be completed with active or passive sensing, while
object identification only uses passive sensing [17-23].
We have analyzed non-cooperative small-size UAV collision avoidance
techniques. Previous research on collision avoidance areas that meet SAA criteria is
focused on two techniques. The first technique is a fixed motion model of the detected
object and a fixed safety region surrounding it, regardless of its type [24-27]. The host
UAV follows a calculated path, avoiding the no-go zone within the frame to avoid a
collision. The second technique relies on the assignment of a safe flight region in front
of the host UAV in accordance with the captured scene. The UAV follows steady turns
with constant flight speed and turn rate when an object is detected [7]. The turning
radius is continuously updated in real-time with respect to the existing object’s captured
position.

1.1.1. Collision Avoidance Techniques
The cooperative and non-cooperative techniques used for collision avoidance
will be discussed in this section. Researchers either focused on the trajectory build-up
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based on the intruder’s motion or the reaction of the host UAV to investigate noncooperative techniques.
The authors of [27] proposed a grid simulation model that includes the
occupancies of the host and detected UAVs. The collision possibility is predicted by
sharing each of the UAV’s trajectories, which are then classified to determine if the
planned trajectories are colliding. The host UAV’s trajectory is updated based on these
results.
The authors of [24] proposed a sample-based path planning method to avoid
collision with dynamic objects using trial and error. The algorithm is a closed-loop
system that keeps repeating itself due to the uncertainty of the detected dynamic
objects. The process begins by sampling a point from a 3D workspace, then the host
UAV trajectory and the dynamic detected object trajectories are simulated using the
host UAV’s closed-loop system, after which the collision potential is identified. The
available collision-free trajectories are stored as optional paths, and the shortest
trajectory is chosen.
The authors of [25] proposed a different type of algorithm. They assumed noncooperation between the host and detected UAV and generated a dynamic safety
envelope surrounding the host UAV to identify the level of risk caused by the detected
object. This envelope directs the controllers driving the motors to avoid collision with
the object intruding in this region.
The authors of [26] proposed a collision avoidance process based on a hybrid
cooperative and non-cooperative predicTable algorithm. This algorithm depends on the
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host UAV’s knowledge of the information sharing protocol, then it assigns a fixed
circular safety region that surrounds the guest vehicle in its preassigned trajectory to
predict the chances of collision. The control algorithm is based on replanning the
trajectory with respect to the information collected from the surrounding environment.
The authors of [28] proposed an autonomous collision avoidance algorithm to
minimize a pilot’s flying work so they can focus on other assigned tasks, such as search
and rescue. The algorithm relies on the initiative input from the pilot, which is the
primary trajectory, then verifies the possibility of collision. The control algorithm
modifies the initial trajectory using the information derived from the laser sensors and
calculates the new route if it decides a collision is possible. This process depends on
point-by-point path trajectory planning using real-time information from the sensors.
The authors of [29] simulated an autonomous collision avoidance algorithm
based on the sensed path using the onboard sensors, or the observed trajectory. An
expanded Kalman filter was used to reduce the observed trajectory noise and increase
the efficiency of the predicted trajectory compared to the real trajectory; however, the
proposed algorithm depends on a prediction model and does not consider the
uncertainty level.
The authors of [30] proposed a collision avoidance algorithm based on the
Markov Decision Process path planning probabilistic model to avoid multiple threats.
This algorithm selects a set of waypoints to maximize the safety distance between the
host UAV and the intruders. A flatness-based path planner was then applied to smooth
the calculated trajectory taking the host UAV’s limitations into account.
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Predictive probabilistic models have been widely proposed for collision
avoidance. The authors of [31-34] combined the Markov Decision Process (MDP) with
other probabilistic models such as the Bayesian Model [33] and Monte Carlo Value
Iteration [30]. The authors of [31] used a defensive system to reach their required target
using MDP when a UAV was being hunted.
The authors of [33] used a grid occupancy map to predict the location of other
UAVs in case of a no communication region. They used Bayesian equations to deal
with multi-cell regions then offered a modified Bayesian model to combine joint
observations. The authors modeled uncertainty using the concluded diffusion and
probabilistic maps. They related the level of uncertainty in the collected data to the
uncertainty in the routing decision, which grew due to a lack of information.
The authors of [30] simulated a collision avoidance algorithm based on a
Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) and the generated collision
avoidance threat resolution reasoning. They used the Monte Carlo Value Iteration that
overcomes the challenge of discretizing a high dimensional state space.
The authors of [34] proposed a generic MDP or POMDP solver to generate anticollision strategies by optimizing the balanced flight plan deviation cost function. The
idea of using the generic solvers relied on the precise localization of the intruding UAV
and the position uncertainty constraints provided by MDP and POMDP. The authors
of [32] proposed a collision avoidance algorithm based on path planning to track targets
by applying POMDP theory, accounting for wind turbulence.
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1.1.2. Path Planning Algorithms
Path planning is a term for the process used to find a free path between the start
point and its end goal to avoid collision with obstacles. Some of these paths are
optimized with respect to time and distance, while others are not. The authors of [35]
reported that path planning is categorized as either local path planning or global path
planning, depending on the established information of the environment. If obstacle
information, such as location and behavior, is known together with other environmental
information, the path will be planned using visual graphical methods, cells
decomposition, the A* algorithm, and grid algorithms. This case is categorized as
global path planning [36-39]. Local path planning uses artificial potential field methods
and genetic algorithms in case of unknown environmental information [40-42].
Each of the path planning algorithms has its pros and cons. The authors of [43]
determined that the A* algorithm is simple to use for static path planning; however, it
is not appropriate for dynamic path planning. The grid algorithm is not complex, but it
is susceptible to its surrounding environment information and does not have the
flexibility to adapt [44]. The genetic algorithm cannot be used for path planning in a
crowded environment [38].
The simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) technology for GPSdenied environments was introduced in [45] to meet the increased demands of
autonomous systems using different applications. SLAM technology depends on
accurate localization that is determined by the construction of a detailed map [46].
SLAM has been used in environments such as indoors, onshore outdoors, or
underwater [47, 48]. Path planning algorithms improvements are required to meet
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increased needs that SLAM technology has developed significantly [49-51]. The
authors of [52] proposed an algorithm that integrates prior information about the
environment with the information obtained from the sensors, or a hybrid path planning
algorithm. This algorithm ensures that the robot will not reach a dead-end, locking
itself.
A discrete artificial potential field (APF) algorithm was proposed in [53] to
avoid collision with static and dynamic objects. The APF algorithm was developed
with a bacterial evolutionary algorithm by the authors of [54], which increased path
planning flexibility and efficiency compared to the traditional potential field algorithm.
The author authors of [55] proposed a path planning algorithm based on
combining an optimal technique with the APF to improve the search speed for a global
category and optimize the path with respect to environmental changes by changing the
parameters of the APF.
Wang et al. [56] merged the ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm with the
APT algorithm to create inspired local pheromones with respect to the potential field
magnitude and direction. The authors of [57-60] proposed a modified ACO algorithm
to find an optimal path by enhancing the speed and searchability of the algorithm.
Three-dimensional path planning algorithms are used to find an optimal
trajectory for UAVs. Most of the existing techniques analyze 3D path planning in a
static environment [61-69] using A*, RRT, RPM, or ACO. Other research focused on
2.5D path planning by checking the system at different heights for the same 2D path
planning algorithm [70, 71], while other research has focused on creating 2D path
planning in a 3D dynamic environment [72].
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1.2.

Problem Definition
The autonomous collision avoidance algorithm's major problems can be

summarized with one word: uncertainty. Uncertainty is a vague and uncounTable
defined term that affects every decision-making system. None of the techniques
mentioned in the literature review have addressed reducing the system’s uncertainty to
the best of the author’s knowledge.
All of these techniques treated the intruders, whether static or dynamic, as
unknown objects. The techniques have proposed an autonomous collision avoidance
algorithm based on applying a fixed safety region surrounding the object, which
reduces the UAV’s options to reach its destination, or by applying a safety region in
front of the host UAV along with a fixed directional rotation to avoid collision in case
an intruder’s existence. These algorithms rely on probabilistic models; however, they
still increase the level of system uncertainty.
Three scenarios can be used to handle uncertainty:
1.

Knowing your and the object’s scene capabilities.

2.

Knowing your capabilities but not the object's capabilities in the scene.

3.

Knowing neither your capability nor the object’s capability in the scene.

Knowing the type of intruder and its dynamic capabilities will reduce the level
of uncertainty, allowing the host UAV to fly near the detected objects closely and
safely.
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1.3.

Motivation
Unmanned aerial vehicle autonomous systems are a popular point of discussion

for researchers who are involved in application development, including self-driving
vehicles, surveillance, and rescue. These systems require very efficient collision
avoidance algorithms so the UAV’s can maneuver around obstacles.
The success rate for collision avoidance systems is better than in the past;
however, these systems cannot react to changes in the environment. Indoor selfmaneuvering autonomous systems, as an example, usually fail whenever the available
path narrows.
This scenario encouraged us to investigate a novel technique that can overcome
this challenge, specifically in the case of indoor rescue missions. An autonomous drone
that could fly into a flame-engulfed building and self-identify the location of people
who are trapped would be a significant accomplishment.

1.4.

Main Contribution and Publications
The author of this dissertation proposes a new collision avoidance algorithm

based on detecting an object, classifying it, then managing the situation with respect to
the type of object encountered, also known as understanding the scene. The relative
pose, position, and orientation, along with the relative speed of the detected object,
could be collected in real-time. This piece of information would then be fed to the
network architecture derived from a Bayesian probabilistic model topology that is used
to calculate the 2D and 3D space occupancy of the detected object with respect to type.
The space occupancy is the region in which the detected object will have a high
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probability of existence, according to the collected data; therefore, one of the main
contributions will be to decrease the level of uncertainty during the collision avoidance
process.
Two path planning algorithms in the 2D environment: Probabilistic Road Map and A*
Hybrid, were utilized and compared to generate the shortest 2D path, allowing the host
UAV to fly near other objects safely and closely. A simulation model is presented, and
the results indicate the proposed model’s success.
Two new 3D path planning collision avoidance algorithms were developed. The first
algorithm is based on integrating a combination of three 2D path planning algorithms
using descriptive geometry and vector calculations, also known as projection
interpolation. The other is a novel 3D A* path planning algorithm developed to work
in a complete 3D environment. This algorithm has the shortest collision-free path
planning since it uses the distance cost function.
Some of the results of this dissertation have been published in several journals and
conference proceedings, including:
1. Elderini, T., Kaabouch, N. and Neubert, J., “Space Occupancy Representation
Based on a Bayesian Model for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles,” Journal of
Intelligent & Robotic Systems (JINT), Springer, 2019.
2. Elderini, T., Kaabouch, N. and Neubert, J., “3-D Graphical Representation for
Indoor Objects Based on a Bayesian Model,” National Aerospace and
Electronics Conference (NAECON 2018), Dayton, Ohio, USA, IEEE, pp. 425
– 430, July 2018.
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3. Elderini, T., Kaabouch, N., and Reyes, H., “Outage Probability Estimation
Technique

Based

on

a

Bayesian

Model

for

Cognitive

Radio

Networks,” Computing and Communication Workshop and Conference
(CCWC), Las Vegas, USA, 2017 IEEE 7th Annual, IEEE, pp. 1 – 6, 2017.
4. Elderini, T., Kaabouch, N. and Reyes, H., “Channel Quality Estimation Metrics
in Cognitive Radio Networks: A Survey,” IET Communications Journal &
Magazine, 2017.
5. Haque, A., Elsaharti, A., Elderini, T., Elsaharty, M.A. and Neubert, J., “UAV
Autonomous Localization Using Macro-Features Matching with a CAD
Model,” Sensors, 20(3), p.743, 2020.

1.5.

Organization of the Dissertation and Flow Chart
The overall system flowchart is divided into three main phases: Object

Classification, Building the Environmental Map, and Trajectory Planning (Fig. 1.2).
Phase 1 includes the detected object’s identification. The outcome of this phase was
fed into phase 2 to determine the object pose and speed to calculate the safety occupied
region of the object or the space occupancy. The third phase uses the motion model of
each detected object and path planning to establish a collision-free path for the host
UAV at the current instant. As objects change, the algorithm updates their location with
respect to the direction of motion and speed, the map is updated, and a new collisionfree path is calculated.
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Phase 1: Object Classification
Detection

Identification

Phase 2: Build the Environmental Map
Object Pose

Object Speed

Object Space
Occupancy

Phase 3: Trajectory Planning
Motion Model

Path Planning

Update Map and
Recalculate the Path

Fig. 1.2. Phases of the collision-free trajectory planning
This Dissertation is organized into six chapters:
Chapter 1 presents an overview of the existing research work, the problem definition,
motivation and objectives, main contributions, and list of publications.
Chapter 2 presents the proposed network architecture based on the Bayesian
probabilistic model topology to handle the level of uncertainty through graphic models
and the conditional probabilistic distribution.
Chapter 3 describes the proposed methodology for creating the space occupancy of
each of the objects depending on mathematical calculations. This chapter also discusses
the model’s results.
Chapter 4 presents and discusses the simulation results of the collision avoidance
algorithms used by the Probabilistic Road Map and the Hybrid A* algorithms. A
comparison was then made between these algorithms using several evaluation metrics
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for stationary objects to validate the algorithm's success. The simulation results for the
Hybrid A* algorithm’s success when managing dynamic obstacles is also discussed.
Chapter 5 presents and discusses the simulation results of the two 3D path planning
algorithms used to determine a collision-free path through moving objects in a 3D
environment. Two scenarios will be presented to demonstrate their benefits. Then the
proposed 3D algorithms will be compared to other existing 3D path planning
algorithms. Finally, a comparison between the two proposed 3D path planning
algorithms will take place.
Chapter 6 discusses the contributions and future works.
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CHAPTER 2
Dealing with the Level of Uncertainty

2.1.

Introduction
Background: As aforementioned, none of the previous collision avoidance

algorithms for UAVs’ collision avoidance considered dealing with the level of
uncertainty. Speaking of which, in this dissertation, a new technique that relies on
object classification along with a network architecture based on the Bayesian
probabilistic model topology are being proposed to reduce the level of uncertainty in
the collision avoidance process. Reducing the level of uncertainty increases the
possibility of identifying the space at which the detected object will be existing, named
as the space occupancy.

2.2.

Bayesian Probabilistic Model
A Bayesian model is a probabilistic graphical model representing a set of

random variables and their conditional dependencies. This model also supports
modularity to users by facilitating the addition and removal of multiple parameters that
affect the network’s output qualitatively and quantitatively [73]. The network’s inputs
will be the detected object’s defined variables, and its outputs will be the estimated
space occupancy of the detected object.
The Bayesian model includes the graphical model and conditional probabilistic
distribution Tables. This model expresses the quantitative and the qualitative effects of
the network inputs on the outputs for each detected object.
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A Bayesian probabilistic model is based on a family given, such as parent and
children engagement. Parents are the input for one or more outputs, which are the
children from multiple aspects, such as attitude, look, and behavior.
The Bayesian network givens, the parents, will manage the probabilities of a
specific output. Fig. 2.1 depicts four bubbles: Cloudy, Rain, Sprinkler, and Wet Grass.
Cloudy is the main event that will lead to the output of the network event, Wet Grass.
Cloudy is the parent event with a 50% probability of generating Rain and Sprinkler;
therefore, both are the children for the Cloudy event. Two scenarios exist as a result:
Cloudy is true or false. Rain and Sprinkle events have probabilities of being 80% and
10% true, respectively, if Cloudy is true. Both children’s events, Rain and Sprinkler,
will have probabilities of being 20% and 40% true, respectively, if Cloudy is false.
The next event is Wet Grass, which is affected by both Rain and Sprinkler
events; therefore, they are the parents of Wet Grass. The probabilities of the Wet Grass
event being true will take place in four scenarios: 1) both Rain and Sprinkler events are
false, giving Wet Grass a probability of 0%, 2) Rain is true and Sprinkler is false,
giving Wet Grass a probability of 80%, 3) Rain is false and Sprinkler is true, giving
Wet Grass a probability of 90%, and 4) both Rain and Sprinkler are true, giving Wet
Grass a probability of 99% since there is still a percentage of uncertainty.
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Fig. 2.1. A Bayesian network showing the effect of parents on children along with the
conditional probabilistic Tables
A child can become a parent if it is subjected to a different scenario. The
Sprinkler and Rain events were children of the Cloudy event and parents for the Wet
Grass event. Fig. 2.1 details the probabilities of Wet Grass if the Rain or Sprinkler
events are true or false. These combinations reveal the conditional probabilistic Tables
for all situations.
The network architecture based on the Bayesian model topology inputs are the
detected object’s class, orientation, and velocity. The velocity is calculated from the
relative position at time (t) and (t + dt). The output of the Bayesian network is a 2D and
3D space occupancy. This output indicates different probabilities for the detected
object’s predicted location at time (t + n). This section will be divided into two
subsections depicting the qualitative portion represented by the graphical model, and
the quantitative portion represented by the Conditional Probabilistic Distributions
(CPDs).
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2.2.1. Conditional Probabilistic Distribution with Respect to The Proposed
Network Architecture
This section presents the quantifying portion of the proposed network
architecture based on the Bayesian model topology by applying the conditional
probabilistic distribution (CPD) theorem to the proposed model. The objects’ safety
occupied regions are time variant, according to the proposed model. The CPD of each
safety occupied region will indicate how the system would be affected.
The proposed model depends on discrete values. Each value is a state (Table
2.1). There are seven objects; therefore, there are seven state variables. This dissertation
examines collisions with seven indoor objects: Wall, Window, Chair, Desk/Table,
Door, Person, and UAV. The seven object states are named O_C_1 through O_C_7
(Table 2.1).
Table 2.1. States’ definition and intervals identification for object classification
Variable

Object
Classification

State Name/Value
O_C_1
Wall
O_C_2
Window
O_C_3
Chair
O_C_4 Desk/Table
O_C_5
Door
O_C_6
Person
O_C_7
UAV

Detected Objects are classified according to two main categories: static and
dynamic. The first four objects are pure static objects and are defined as O_C_1 through
O_C_4. Neither the orientation nor the velocity would change for these objects;
therefore, these four states will have the same orientation and speed of 0˚ and 0 m/s
(Table 2.2).
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Table 2.2. States’ definition and intervals identification of the orientations and
velocities for objects 1 through 4
Variable
O_C_1
O_C_2
O_C_3
O_C_4
O_C_1
O_C_2
O_C_3
O_C_4

State

Name/Value

Object
Orientation
O_O_1

0˚

Object
Velocity
O_V_1

0 m/s

O_C_5 has three available states: fully closed (0˚), fully opened (90˚), opening,
or closing. The state of opening or closing will be considered fully closed since the
door is hinged from one side; therefore, it will be treated as a wall with a different
graphical representation since the depth will be different than the wall. The door will
be classified as a static object for this same reason. Table 2.3 lists the state definition
and interval identifications for the door’s orientation and speed.
Table 2.3. States’ definition and intervals identification of the orientations and
velocity for object 5
Variable
O_C_5
Object
Orientation
O_C_5
Object Velocity

State
O_O_1
O_O_2
O_O_3

Name/Value
0˚
]0˚, 90˚[
90˚

O_V_1

0 m/s

Person (O_C_6) and UAV (O_C_7) are classified as dynamic objects;
therefore, they both have multi states for different orientations and speeds (Table 2.4).
Both classifications have the same orientation spacing of 30˚ degrees, from 0˚ to 330˚:
12 states spaced equally by 30˚.
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Table 2.4. States’ definition and intervals identification object orientation, and object
velocity for objects O_C_6 and O_C_7
Variable

Object
Orientation
(O_C_6 and
O_C_7)

Object Velocity
O_C_6

Object Velocity
O_C_7

State
O_O_1
O_O_2
O_O_3
O_O_4
O_O_5
O_O_6
O_O_7
O_O_8
O_O_9
O_O_10
O_O_11
O_O_12
O_V_1
O_V_2
O_V_3
O_V_4
O_V_5
O_V_6
O_V_7
O_V_8
O_V_9
O_V_10
O_V_1
O_V_2
O_V_3
O_V_4
O_V_5
O_V_6
O_V_7
O_V_8
O_V_9
O_V_10
O_V_11
O_V_12
O_V_13
O_V_14
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Name/Value
0˚
30˚
60˚
90˚
120˚
150˚
180˚
210˚
240˚
270˚
300˚
330˚
0m/s
0.2m/s
0.4m/s
0.6m/s
0.8m/s
1.0m/s
1.2m/s
1.4m/s
1.6m/s
1.8m/s
0m/s
0.25m/s
0.5m/s
0.75m/s
1.0m/s
1.25m/s
1.5m/s
1.75m/s
2.0m/s
2.25m/s
2.5m/s
2.75m/s
3.0m/s
3.25m/s

The object’s velocity states will vary from person to UAV since the average
speed for both objects differ. A person will have ten states spaced equally by 0.2 m/s
starting from 0 m/s to 1.8 m/s. The authors of [74] report that a healthy person’s indoor
walking speed reaches a maximum of 2.0 m/s; therefore, our estimations are
reasonable. A UAV will have 14 states spaced equally by 0.25 m/s starting from 0 m/s
to 3.25 m/s. The proposed speeds are within a controlled environment per safety
regulations.
The host UAV velocity has 14 different states regardless of the detected object’s
classification, with speeds varying from 0 m/s to 3.25 m/s spaced by 0.25 m/s each.
The maximum velocity of the host UAV is set with respect to the minimum required to
avoid collision with the detected object during the worst-case scenario. This scenario
occurs when both the host and the detected object UAVs fly in opposite directions at
maximum speeds.

2.2.2. Graphical Model (Network Architecture Based on a Bayesian Network
Topology)
The proposed network is based on the Bayesian model topology, represented
graphically in Fig. 2.2. This model qualitatively describes the interaction between the
input variables for each detected object. There are three children for each object (i):
Neural Network, Relative Position at time (t), and Relative position at time (t + ∆t).
The Neural Network is the parent for both Object Classification and Object Orientation,
Object Orientation is the child for both Object Classification and Neural Network, and
both Relative Positions along with the Object Classification are the parents for one
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child: the Object Velocity. The two new children, Object Orientation and Object
Velocity, share one child: the Bayesian network output Safety Occupied Region.

Fig. 2.2. Network Architecture Based on the Bayesian Network Topology for Safety
Occupied Region
The Neural Network’s output is usually a percentage of certainty for the
object’s type. We set the threshold for this percentage to 80%. If there was a detected
object in the scene and the Neural Network specifies that this object is 80% and above
for Person, the system will use the information from the CPD Tables and treat it as a
Person. The object will be defined as unknown and treated as an alien intruder with a
surrounding sphere of a specific diameter if the percentage was less than 80%.
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The sensors onboard the drone are capable of detecting objects in the scene
using the experimental setup. Each detected object is processed through this Bayesian
network. The Neural Network determines the Object Classification (O_C_n) and
Object Orientation (O_O_n) with the assistance of the CPD Tables. Each object’s
Relative Position at time (t) and time (t + ∆t) are utilized along with the Object
Classification in the CPD Table to determine the Object Velocity. Object Orientation
(O_O_n) and Object Velocity (O_V_n) have an equivalent value with respect to their
locations in the CPD Tables. These values will be used in the mathematical calculations
of the next chapter to estimate the Safety Occupied Region. The Safety Occupied
Region will be a binary occupancy map representing a region where the object can be
located during each time period. All objects in the scene are randomly generated with
predetermined classifications, orientations, and velocities for the simulation model.
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CHAPTER 3
Methodology and Mathematical Calculations

3.1.

Introduction
This chapter covers the 2-D and 3-D safety occupied region representations

along with the mathematical equations used. The mathematical equations will take
place with respect to the detected object type; however, the generalized form will
depend primarily on the collision time and the radius of the safety occupied region.

3.2.

2-D Safety Occupied Region Representation
Each of the detected objects required to avoid collision has its own safety

occupied region that is time variant. The initial scenario used for this research begins
when the objects are detected at a minimum relative position of 11.375 m from the host
UAV, chosen since this displacement is the worst-case scenario, where the host UAV
and the detected object are traveling in opposite directions at maximum speed.
There are seven different objects. The first five states, O_C_1 through O_C_5,
are classified as static objects. The estimated collision time depends on the host UAV
speed and the type of object. A wall width will be assigned as 2.5m, a window width
will be either 1m or 2 m, and Tables, chairs, and doors will have occupancy diameters
of 1m, 0.5m, and 1m, respectively.
The safety occupied regions for O_C_1 or O_C_2, a wall or a window, will be
represented as a straight line with a width equivalent to the detected object and
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displaced at 11.375m, which is the relative position of the host UAV (Figs. 3.1 and
3.2).

Fig. 3.1. Graphical Representation of the Walls

Fig. 3.2. Graphical Representation of the Windows
The safety occupied regions for O_C_3 or O_C_4, a Table or a chair, will be
represented as a circle with a diameter equivalent to the detected object and displaced
at 11.375m, which is the relative position of the host UAV (Figs. 3.3 and 3.4).
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Fig. 3.3. Graphical Representation of a Table

Fig. 3.4. Graphical Representation of a Chair
Similar procedures are followed if a door is detected; however, in this situation,
there are three possible cases: the door is closed, opened, or somewhere in between.
The closed door will be represented with a straight line between the walls with a width
of 1m at a relative displacement of 11.375m from the host UAV (Fig. 3.5).
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Fig. 3.5. Graphical Representation of a Closed Door
The safety occupied region that represents the detection of an opened door will
be a vertical straight line of 1m length displaced at 11.375m from the fixed side (Fig.
3.6).
The safety occupied region representation of a detected door that is between the
closed and opened states will be a 45˚ straight line with a 1m length (Fig. 3.7).

Fig. 3.6. Graphical Representation of an Opened Door
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Fig. 3.7. Graphical Representation of a Door with a Status Between Opened or
Closed
The safety occupied region representation for dynamic objects, such as a person
(O_C_6) or UAV (O_C_7), is more complex since it introduces uncertainty to the
system. The representation of a detected, stationary UAV is similar to that of the Table
or chair; however, the circular radius differs with respect to the velocity of the host
UAV due to the UAV’s capability of moving in any direction at any time with the same
speed (Fig. 3.8).

Fig. 3.8 Graphical Representation of a Detected Stationary UAV
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The representation of a stationary person is an ellipse since the person’s ability
to move forward is more efficient than moving backward, which is also different than
moving side to side. The human motion dynamic requires rotation to face the direction
of motion, resulting in the need for more time to complete the movement. The safety
occupied region representation for a person in motion is depicted in Fig. 3.9.

Fig. 3.9. Graphical representation of a Stationary Person’s Safety Occupied Region
A moving person’s safety occupied region representation is a function of time
that varies with their orientation and velocity. The estimated time for a collision is
calculated depending on the host UAV speed and the person’s speed to increase the
safety level. The person’s velocity is positive or negative with respect to the direction
of motion to the host UAV’s direction. The collision time is calculated using:
𝐶𝑡 = 𝑉

11.375

𝐻𝑈𝐴𝑉 ±𝑂𝑉 𝑛

(3.1)

where 𝐶𝑡 represents the time required for a collision to take place, 𝑉𝐻𝑈𝐴𝑉 represents the
velocity of the host UAV, and 𝑂𝑉𝑛 represents the velocity of the detected person coming
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from the CPD Table in Chapter 2. The occupancy spread is calculated as a function of
the collision time using:
𝑟 = 𝐶𝑡 × 𝑂𝑉𝑛

(3.2)

where 𝑟 represents the radius of the circular region surrounding the detected person.
The human’s tracked position and locomotion is within a peripersonal space of
10 to 15 degrees [75]; therefore, by knowing the radius of the circle, the limiting angles,
and the starting xy positions, the points of the person’s safety occupied region can be
calculated using Equations 3.3 and 3.4.
𝑥 = 𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑎𝑟𝑐 )

(3.3)

𝑦 = 𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑎𝑟𝑐 )

(3.4)

where 𝜃𝑎𝑟𝑐 is linearly spaced from [0, 30].
The person’s pose varies; therefore, this equation yields a generalized shape for
the person’s safety occupied region. The resulting shape is subjected to rotation and
translation according to the person’s pose using Equations 3.5 and 3.6:
𝑥𝑅
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑥𝑦
𝑦
[ 𝑅 ] = [ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑥𝑦
𝑧𝑅
0

−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑥𝑦
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑥𝑦
0

𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑤
1
𝑦𝑛𝑒𝑤
0
[
]=[
𝑧𝑛𝑒𝑤
0
1
0

0
0
1
0

0
1
0
0

0 𝑥
0] [𝑦]
1 𝑧

𝑑𝑥 𝑥𝑅
𝑑𝑦 𝑦𝑅
][ ]
𝑑𝑧 𝑧𝑅
1
1

where 𝜃𝑥𝑦 is the orientation of the object in the xy-plane with respect to 𝑂𝑂𝑛 .
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(3.5)

(3.6)

The graphical representation of a moving person’s safety occupied region is
depicted in Fig. 3.10.

𝑟

15°

Fig. 3.10. Graphical Representation of a Moving Person’s Safety Occupied Region
The moving UAV’s safety occupied region is more complicated than all
previously described objects. The safety occupied region calculation is split into two
parts with their own equations: forward motion and reverse direction representations.
The forward motion is represented as a semicircle calculated using Equations 3.3 and
3.4, with 𝜃𝑎𝑟𝑐 linearly spaced from [0, 180], while the reverse motion direction is
represented as a bell shape since the UAV will need to break and move in the opposite
direction. The bell shape is calculated using Equation 3.7:
2

2𝑟

𝑦𝑈𝐴𝑉𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑙 = ± 𝑐 × 𝑒

𝑥
−( 𝑈𝐴𝑉𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑙 )
2𝑟/𝑐𝑡

𝑡

(3.7)

where 𝑥𝑈𝐴𝑉 is a line space equal to [−𝑟, 𝑟] and 𝑦𝑈𝐴𝑉 represents the bell shape points
on the 𝑦-axis for the corresponding 𝑥. The safety occupied region graphical
representation for a moving UAV is illustrated in Fig. 3.11.
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Fig. 3.11. Graphical Representation of a Moving UAV’s Safety Occupied Region
This dissertation’s significance stems from handling moving objects. Figs. 3.12
and 3.13 present two different conditions for two detected moving people. The ratio
between the speed and collision time for each person is nearly the same as the radius
for each circular region surrounding both people, 𝑟, despite having different motion
directions.

Fig. 3.12. Graphical Representation of a Detected Moving Person 1 Environment
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Fig. 3.13. Graphical Representation of a Detected Moving Person 2 Environment
Figs. 3.14 and 3.15 depict two different conditions for two detected moving
people in the same direction. Both radii, 𝑟, are different for both people and the UAVs.
Equations 3.1 and 3.2 reveal that 𝑟 depends on the collision time and the object’s speed
regardless of the object type, either the host UAV or the detected person. The collision
time depends on the host UAV’s and person’s speeds. The safety occupied region of
the UAV in Fig. 3.14 is larger than that of Fig. 3.15, and the safety occupied region of
person 3 is larger than that of 4; therefore, the host UAV’s speed in the case of person
3 is lower than that of person 4, and person 3’s speed is higher than that of person 4.
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Fig. 3.14. Graphical Representation of a Detected Moving Person 3 Environment

Fig. 3.15. Graphical Representation of a Detected Moving Person 4 Environment
Two more examples are illustrated in Figs. 3.16 and 3.17. Both figures present
two people moving in different directions. The graphs indicate that the safety region
assigned for person 5 is slightly smaller than that assigned for person 6, which is nearly
the same safety occupied region of the host UAV due to person 6’s higher speed. The
reason behind this is that the host UAV’s speed effect appears directly only in the
calculation of the denominator of the collision time; however, the change in the
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person’s velocity directly affects both the radius “r” and the denominator of the
collision time.

Fig. 3.16. Graphical Representation of a Detected Moving Person 5 Environment

Fig. 3.17. Graphical Representation of a Detected Moving Person 6 Environment
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The same concept applies if the detected object is a UAV. Figs. 3.18, 3.19, and
3.20 depict three cases for three detected moving UAVs. An analysis of these three
figures reveals that the semi-circular and bell shape dimensions differ for the guest
UAVs and the circular dimensions of the host UAVs. The main difference between a
moving person and a UAV is the speed of reversed motion, causing the guest UAV to
have a bell shape in the opposite direction of its motion. The bell shape is an
exponential function that depends on the value of “r” according to Equations 3.1 – 3.3,
meaning that the closest the peak of the bell shape is a point on the semi-circular
diagonal line that is determined by how fast the UAV travels.

Fig. 3.18. Graphical Representation of a Detected Moving UAV 1 Environment
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Fig. 3.19. Graphical Representation of a Detected Moving UAV 2 Environment

Fig. 3.20. Graphical Representation of a Detected Moving UAV 3 Environment
Fig. 3.21 represents a host UAV that detects three different objects in a hallway
on its way to point “P.” Two solid black lines represent the borders of the hallway. The
first detected object is a Table, the second is a moving UAV, and the third is a moving
person.
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P

Fig. 3.21. Graphical Representation of Three Different Detected Objects Assigned
Randomly
Current and previous techniques assign a fixed size safety region despite the
type of existing object. The three safety regions overlap and are represented by the
large blue circle, assuming that the safety region is represented by a green circle with
a five-meter diameter centered at the pose of each object (Fig. 3.22). This circle blocks
the way to point “P,” making it difficult for the host UAV to maneuver around objects
and reach its destination, point “P.”
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P

Fig. 3.22. Graphical Representation of Three Different Detected Objects Assigned
Randomly with Safety Regions of Five Meters in diameters
The proposed technique will allow the UAV to identify the type of each object
and detect its direction of motion. This piece of information will assist in optimizing
the safety region required for each object to avoid collision while maneuvering to reach
point “P.” Using the proposed technique not only reduces the safety occupied region
around each object, it allows the host UAV to maneuver safely and closer to other
objects, facilitating the creation of efficient alternative paths to reach destination “P”
(Fig. 3.23).
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P

Fig. 3.23. Graphical Representation of Three Different Detected Objects Assigned
Randomly with Their Safety Occupied Region and the Suggested Trajectories for the
Host UAV to Reach Point “P”

3.3.

3-D Safety Occupied Region Representation
A 3-D graphical representation for each of the seven classified object examples

will be discussed in this section, using the same sequence discussed in the previous
section.
If the detected object is a wall or a window, it will be represented by a 3-D
graphical rectangle that is of a width ‘x’, height ‘z’, and at a relative position ‘y’ from
the host UAV (Figs. 3.24 and 3.25). If the detected object is a chair or a Table, the
safety occupied region will be represented by a cylinder with a radius ‘r’, height ‘z’,
and at a relative position ‘y’ from the host UAV (Figs. 3.26 and 3.27).
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Fig. 3.24. Graphical Representation of a Wall Safety Occupied Region

Fig. 3.25. Graphical Representation of a Window Safety Occupied Region
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Fig. 3.26. Graphical Representation of a Chair Safety Occupied Region

Fig. 3.27. Graphical Representation of a Table Safety Occupied Region
If the detected object is a door, it has three different states: opened, closed, and
between opened and closed states Fig. 3.28 (a, b, and c). The door will be represented
as a wall/window for the closed and in-between states. The door will be represented as
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a vertical rectangle of a depth ‘x’, height ‘z’, and at a relative position ‘y’ from its first
detected edge if it is open.
(a) Opened

(b) Closed

(c) Status between opened and closed

Fig. 3.28. Graphical Representation of a Door Safety Occupied Region
Handling the case of a person or UAV is much more complicated since these
objects can move in any direction at any time and speed; therefore, the safety occupied
region of a moving person will be a semi-sphere shape of radius ‘r’ based on the
person’s speed, height ‘z’ based on the person’s height, relative position to the host
UAV ‘y’, and an orientation ‘o’ based on the person’s facing direction. A moving
person in a specific direction will introduce the limitation of moving in the opposite
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direction without stopping completely; therefore, the person’s safety occupied region
is represented as a semi-sphere in one direction (Figs. 3.29, 3.30, and 3.31).
The graphical representations of the space occupancies of the three different
people are depicted in Figs. 3.29, 3.30, and 3.31, with different orientations and speeds,
indicating that each of the space occupancies is a function of time.

Fig. 3.29. Graphical Representation of a Person Safety Occupied Region

Fig. 3.30. Graphical Representation of a Person Safety Occupied Region
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Fig. 3.31. Graphical Representation of a Person Safety Occupied Region
A complete sphere with different radii graphically represents the space
occupancies of a stationary person and UAV since a person's maximum speed is lower
(Figs. 3.32 and 3.33). The origin of the person’s sphere differs from a UAV since the
person can move in the direction of orientation or to the sides; therefore, the person's
origin will be slightly backward from the center. The UAV can move in any direction
with the same speed; therefore, its origin is at the sphere’s center.

Fig. 3.32. Graphical Representation of a Person Safety Occupied Region
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Fig. 3.33. Graphical Representation of a Person Safety Occupied Region
Handling a UAV is slightly different than a person since it can move in the
opposite direction without stopping completely; however, it must slow down first. A
complete semi-sphere in the direction of motion and a spherical bell shape in the
opposite direction (Figs. 3.34 through 3.37) will represent the guest UAV's safetyoccupied region. The radius of these regions is calculated according to the object’s
speed.

Fig. 3.34. Top View of the Graphical Representation of a UAV Safety Occupied
Region
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Fig. 3.35. Side View of the Graphical Representation of a UAV Safety Occupied
Region

Fig. 3.36. Top View of the Graphical Representation of a UAV Safety Occupied
Region
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The orientation and the speeds of both UAVs are different (Figs. 3.34 and 3.36).
The UAV’s orientation in Fig. 3.34 is in the same direction as the host UAV’s motion,
while the orientation of the detected UAV in Fig. 3.36 is approximately 60 degrees
from the host UAV’s direction of motion.

Fig. 3.37. Side View of the Graphical Representation of a UAV Safety Occupied
Region
The reverse motion of the UAV in Fig. 3.35 is symmetrical since there is no
rotational angle included when compared to the UAV presented in Fig. 3.37; however,
the reverse motion of the detected UAV in Fig. 3.37 indicates that the area covered in
the backward direction, but in the same direction of rotation, is larger than that in the
opposite direction of rotation since the bell formed shape is a function of time.
Figs. 3.38 and 3.39 represent the top and side views, respectively, for three
detected objects and two positioning scenarios for the host UAVs. The three detected
objects are one person and two UAVs moving in the same direction.
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b)

a)

x)

y)

Fig. 3.38. Top View of the Graphical Representation of Three Detected Objects
Safety Occupied Region

b)
a)

y)

x)

Fig. 3.39. Side View of the Graphical Representation of Three Detected Objects
Safety Occupied Region
The safety occupied region of UAV ‘a’ is larger than that of ‘b’ in the forward
direction (Fig. 3.38). The safety occupied region of UAV ‘a’ in the reverse direction of
motion is smaller than that of ‘b’ because the speed of UAV ‘a’ is faster than that of
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UAV ‘b’. Fig. 3.39 indicates that the area covered by UAV ‘a’ in the backward
direction opposing the direction of rotation is smaller than that of ‘b’ because the speed
of ‘a’ is larger than that of ‘b’. The safety region around host UAV ‘x’ is larger than
that of ‘y’ since the speed of UAV ‘x’ is higher than the speed of ‘y’.
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CHAPTER 4
2D Trajectory Planning
2D Trajectory Planning is the movement from one point to another while
avoiding collision with obstacles in a 2D environment. Trajectory planning in general
is divided into two main tasks: motion model and path planning.
Motion model is the motion behavior of an object taking into consideration its direction
of motion, speed, and acceleration. For the simulation simplicity in this dissertation,
the direction of motion of any detected object is assumed to be fixed once it is assigned.
The only variable in such a situation is speed. Hence, the work done in the dissertation
at hand focuses mainly on path planning. Path planning is a mathematical algorithm to
find multiple paths between a start location and an end location.
In section 4.1, the main differences between the main categories of path
planning algorithms is illustrated. Moreover, the simulation results for the most two
recent path planning algorithms is discussed in a static environment in sections 4.2 and
4.3, respectively. The last section of this chapter presents and discusses the simulation
results of the path planning using the Hybrid A* algorithm to avoid collision with
objects in a 2D dynamic environment.

4.1.

Path Planning Algorithms
Path planning, also known as motion planning, is the mathematical task used in

finding a trajectory for a robot autonomous motion while avoiding collision with
obstacles from a start pose to an end pose. There are two main categories of path
planning algorithms: Sampling Based and Grid Based. The Sampling Based search
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algorithm mainly depends on the number of nodes and the maximum distance between
every two nodes. It is named as tree method because the result looks like tree roots.
Some examples of the Sampling Based search algorithm are the Rapidly Random Tree
(RRT) and the Probabilistic Road Map (PRM). Whereas, for the Grid Based, it depends
on the calculation of available/unoccupied cells in a grid map. Some examples of the
Grid Based algorithm are the Hybrid A* algorithm and the A* algorithm.
A* algorithm in general is a search algorithm that is expressed using weighted
graphs. This algorithm’s goal is to find the shortest path between the starting pose node
and the end pose node, which is the distance to be traveled. It generates and maintains
multiple paths, then iterates finding the shortest path. At each of the iterations, the
algorithm uses the cost function of each path to make a decision on which path will be
extended to take over for the next step. This means that it merges some of the subpaths
at one point to find the best trajectory.
The RRT algorithmis based on building a tree located at each of the nodes. All
nodes are randomly generated, then the algorithm attempts to connect a path between
each of the nodes. In other words, random states are sampled within the state space and
trials take place to connect a path. Then, each path needs to be validated with respect
to the given constraints.
PRM generates a network of possible paths in a binary map based on spaces
status whether free or occupied. All nodes are randomly generated then connections
between them take place based on the PRM parameters. In other words, PRM is a
modified version of the RRT as it allows specifying the number of nodes and the
maximum distance between them.
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Each of the algorithms has its uses. In this dissertation, one of each of the
algorithms categories, PRM and Hybrid A* for the 2D environment is used. The PRM
allows specifying the number of nodes and the maximum distance between the nodes.
Also, the Hybrid A* algorithm is chosen as it allows assigning the minimum turning
radius of the drone.
The following sections, 4.2 and 4.3, shows the results along with a comparison
and discussion using the PRM and the Hybrid A* algorithms. At first, each of the
algorithms dealing with different numbers of detected objects at the first instant of
detection is presented. Then, the Hybrid A* algorithm dealing with moving objects is
illustrated. The reason behind choosing only the Hybrid A* algorithm will be discussed
later after the first two upcoming sections.
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 presents both the PRM and the Hybrid A* algorithms at
the first instant of detecting objects and creating a path between the start position and
the end goal. To increase the challenge of path calculations, only people and UAVs
will be presented in the results as they have the capability of being stationary or moving
objects. At first, the environment by randomly generating several objects is created.
Each of the objects has an initial random pose and speed. All randomly initialized
orientations and speeds are fixed throughout each of the simulations. Section 4.4
includes the results and discussion for using the Hybrid A* algorithm in dealing with
moving objects.

4.2.

Probabilistic Road Map Algorithm Results
This section postulates the initial path calculated using the PRM algorithm to
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avoid collision with the detected objects between the start position and the end goal.
As aforementioned, the results presented in this section show only the first path created
using the PRM algorithm to validate the success of path planning for collision
avoidance.
For the simulation results in this section, three different numbers of detected
objects are used: 10, 50, and 100. For each of these numbers, three different end goal
locations will be used: (24,15), (15, 24), and (30, 30) meters. The PRM algorithm
depends on one main variable, which is the number of nodes. Hence, for each of the
different combinations, two different numbers of nodes are used, which are: 100 and
1000, where nodes are represented in the meshing shown in each frame in the figures.
Fig. 4.1. (a and b), below, represents the trajectory path generated using the
PRM algorithm to avoid collision with 10 different objects. In Fig. 4.1.(a), 100 nodes
are used to calculate the trajectory path between the start position (1:1) and the end
goal (24, 15) in meters. While for Fig. 4.1.(b), 1000 nodes are used in calculating the
path for the same start position and end goal. The blue lines represent the connecting
segments between the connecting nodes to find the appropriate path for collision
avoidance.
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(a) Using 100 nodes

(b) Using 1000 nodes

Fig. 4.1 PRM trajectory path for 10 detected objects between the start position and
the end goal of (24, 15) meters
As shown in Fig. 4.1.(a), the path planned by the host UAV using the PRM
algorithm has 4 connecting segments between the start position (1,1) and the end goal
(24,15). The path at first bypasses the first static object represented by the circle then
proceeds to reach its goal between the six moving objects: three people and three
drones. By analyzing the path of figure (a), the path planning algorithm is not optimized
as it could have reached its goal with a shorter path and fewer turns. This is clear at the
node between the 21m and 24m on the x-axis.
As for Fig. 4.1.(b), increasing the number of connecting nodes from 100 to
1000 somehow overcame this issue and reduced the number of connecting segments to
3 instead of 4. This means 1 less connecting segment is used and this seems to be
smoothening the path and reducing the number of turns.
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To verify this conclusion, two different end goals are used. Fig. 4.2. (a and b)
and Fig. 4.3. (a and b) represent the trajectory path generated using the PRM algorithm
to avoid collision with 10 different objects for the same start position but different end
goals: (15, 24) and (30, 30) meters, respectively, for a different number of nodes: 100
and 1000.

(a) Using 100 nodes

(b) Using 1000 nodes

Fig. 4.2. PRM trajectory path for 10 detected objects between the start position and
the end goal of (15, 24) meters
As shown in the three figures, using 100 nodes results in many sharp-edged
turns which is not accepTable for drones aerodynamics. It is also obvious from all the
figures (b) that increasing the number of nodes increases the smoothness of the turns.
However, using 10 objects only was not enough to ensure the feasibility of using such
an algorithm for collision avoidance as it is clear from the three figures that there is
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huge room for the path to be created. Therefore, 50 and 100 objects to find out the
response of such an algorithm are used.

(a) Using 100 nodes

(b) Using 1000 nodes

Fig. 4.3. PRM trajectory path for 10 detected objects between the start position and
the end goal of (30, 30) meters
Figures 4.4 through 4.6 present the trajectory path calculated by the host UAV
to avoid collision with 50 detected objects between the same start position and the end
goals used before. Similarly, figures 4.7 through 4.9 will present 100 detected objects.
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(a) Using 100 nodes

(b) Using 1000 nodes

Fig. 4.4. PRM trajectory path for 50 detected objects between the start position and
the end goal of (24, 15) meters

(a) Using 100 nodes

(b) Using 1000 nodes

Fig. 4.5. PRM trajectory path for 50 detected objects between the start position and
the end goal of (15, 24) meters
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(a) Using 100 nodes

(b) Using 1000 nodes

Fig. 4.6. PRM trajectory path for 50 detected objects between the start position and
the end goal of (30, 30) meters
As shown from Figures (4.4 – 4.6) (a and b), the increase in the number of
objects along with increasing the number of nodes reduce the possibilities for the host
UAV in finding a reasonable path connecting between the start location and the end
pose. This makes the calculated path more efficient. However, as shown in Fig. 4.4.b
and Fig. 4.5.b, there is still a very sharp turn required for the UAV to take. Hence, a
decision has been made to increase the number of existing objects to 100 objects and
check if the system is going to be more efficient.
Figures 4.7 through 4.9 present the trajectory path calculated by the host UAV
to avoid collision with 100 detected objects between the same start position and the end
goals used before.
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(a) Using 100 nodes

(b) Using 1000 nodes

Fig. 4.7. PRM trajectory path for 100 detected objects between the start position and
the end goal of (15, 24) meters
As shown in Fig. 4.7.(b), the increase in the number of objects to 100 along
with maintaining the same number of 1000 nodes as used for calculating the path in
Fig. 4.4.(b), makes the system overcome the problem of having the sharp edge between
12m and 15m in the x-direction.
Furthermore, by analyzing the calculated path in Fig. 4.8.(b), it is clear that the
increase in the number of objects to 100 along with maintaining 1000 connecting nodes,
do not make any changes in dealing with the sharp turns. This is clear between the 15
and 18 meters and again between the 21 – 24 m in the x-direction. Hence, it can be
concluded that the reduction in sharp turns that has taken place in the previous case is
just by accident due to the different distribution of the detected objects between the
start location and the end location.
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(a) Using 100 nodes

(b) Using 1000 nodes

Fig. 4.8. PRM trajectory path for 100 detected objects between the start position and
the end goal of (24, 15) meters
Fig. 4.9. is introduced to make a complete decision about the use of the PRM
algorithm for path planning to avoid collision between the start location and the end
goal. In this figure, increasing the number of connecting nodes used in calculating the
path shows the smoothness of the path. However, regardless of the number of nodes,
as previously shown, the reduction in the number of detected objects between the start
location and the end goal increases the options in finding a path that adds back the sharp
turns to the system.
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(a) Using 100 nodes

(b) Using 1000 nodes

Fig. 4.9. PRM trajectory path for 100 detected objects between the start position and
the end goal of (24, 15) meters
The PRM algorithm shows success in avoiding collision with objects. However,
the smoothness of the path takes place with the increase in the number of nodes. The
following examples shows the path planning using PRM for different numbers of
detected objects as well as different numbers of nodes.
To conclude the use of the PRM algorithm for drones, all of the previously
given figures show the success of the PRM algorithm in finding a path between the
host starting and ending positions. It is also clear that the increase in the number of
nodes increases the smoothness of the path. However, the use of the PRM algorithm
for such applications is not feasible as none of the calculated paths considered the time
taken and the distance covered between the start location and the end goals. Also, this
algorithm does not consider the aerodynamics of the drone in turning which makes it
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inefficient. In other words, none of the calculated paths are optimized. This obligates
the researcher to dig more in finding a substitute algorithm that overcomes the issues
mentioned in the PRM algorithm.

4.3.

Hybrid A* Algorithm Results
The hybrid A* algorithm is more efficient and reliable for UAVs than the PRM

algorithm. This is justified for two main reasons: The first reason is that the A*
algorithm uses time and distance as its cost function, in other words, it optimizes the
path with respect to the covered distance and time. This will be shown in the following
paths. The second reason is that the A* algorithm allows a minimum turning angle for
the UAV, this eliminates any sharp turns and considers the drone aerodynamics.
Following the same environment used in the PRM path planning algorithm, the
following examples will show the path planning between the start location and the end
goal using the Hybrid A* algorithm. The only required parameter for the Hybrid A*
algorithm is the minimum turning angle required by the host UAV. This was set to be
±25°.
Fig. 4.10. (a,b, and c) presents first initialized path planning required by the host
UAV to avoid collision with 10 objects starting from (1, 1) reaching the end goals: (15,
24), (24, 15), and (30, 30) meters. As shown in Fig. 4.10.(a), the given path is aiming
to be as short as possible to a straight line connecting 2 points. The start location (1, 1)
is represented by the green dot and the end goal (15, 24) is represented by the red dot.
It is also noticeable that the path is going as close as possible to the detected objects to
minimize the covered distance, in other words, optimized.
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Following the same aspect, Fig. 4.10.(b) shows the connecting path between the
start pose and the end goal (24, 15). The created path is almost a straight line connecting
the two points. This verifies the optimization concept. Moreover, Fig. 4.10.(c) shows
the connecting path between the start pose and the end goal (30, 30). From the figure,
the shortest collision-free path is the orange path and it is surrounded by a grey shaded
region that represents an alternative calculated path that was not picked due to the cost
function.
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(a) end goal (15, 24)

(b) end goal (24,15)

(c) end goal (30,30)

Fig. 4.10. Hybrid A* trajectory path for 10 detected objects between the start position
and the end goals
Fig. 4.11. (a,b, and c) presents first initialized path planning required by the host
UAV to avoid collision with 50 objects between the same start and end poses.
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(a) end goal (15, 24)

(b) end goal (24,15)

(c) end goal (30,30)

Fig. 4.11. Hybrid A* trajectory path for 50 detected objects between the start position
and the end goals
By increasing the number of objects, the complexity in finding the shortest path
becomes higher. This is clearly shown in Fig. 4.11. In Fig. 4.11.(a), at the region
between 3m and 12m in the x-direction, the Hybrid A* algorithm has always been
trying to find a shorter path reaching the end goal pose. At each of the instants of
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generating this path, the algorithm keeps checking if the path is clear. If the 2 drones
pointed at using the orange arrows were not there, the path would have changed to
follow the top or the bottom edge of the grey shaded region.
Moving to Fig. 4.11.(b), it is very obvious that the algorithm had to create a
turnabout to reach the end goal due to the existence of the drone pointed at using the
red arrow. As shown from the figure, the path is created very close to the occupancy
region of most of the objects. Also, the effect of having extra objects in the way between
the start goal and the end goal is very clear compared to Fig. 4.10.(b)
Finally, in Fig. 4.11.(c), the generated path is very close to that of Fig. 4.10.(c).
The only difference is the existence of a stationary drone having an occupancy region
of a circle located between 3m and 6m in both the x and y directions.
In order to make a complete decision about using the Hybrid A* algorithm for
path planning to avoid collision between the start location and the end goal, Fig. 4.12.
is introduced. In this figure, 100 randomly generated objects between the start pose and
the end goal pose are presented.
With the increase of the number of detected objects, the available paths between
the start pose and the end goal become limited. This requires a higher efficiency in
flying the host UAV to reach its goal. The only way for increasing the efficiency is to
allow the host UAV to safely fly more closer to the detected objects. This can be seen
in Fig. 4.12.
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(a) end goal (15, 24)

(b) end goal (24,15)

(c) end goal (30,30)

Fig. 4.12 Hybrid A* trajectory path for 50 detected objects between the start position
and the end goals
By analyzing Fig. 4.12.(a), the generated path has two options to avoid collision
with the stationary drone safety occupied region represented by the circle and located
between 3m and 6m in both x and y directions. The first option is to go above the
circular safety occupied region and the second one is to go below it. For path
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optimization, the first option was picked by the Hybrid A* algorithm as this is a shorter
path to reach the end goal pose.
Furthermore, Fig. 4.12.(b) presents picking option two in avoiding collision
with the stationary UAV located almost at the same location. The calculated path was
picked to go within the crowded region than picking the vacant region shown within
the red ellipse. The reason behind this is also to minimize the path length and optimize
the path along with keeping both the host UAV and objects safe.
Finally, Fig. 4.12.(c) shows the smoothness of the calculated path between the
host UAV start pose and the end goal pose. As seen in the figure, the calculated path is
very close to the objects and is as short as possible compared to other options such as
the blue route shown.
As a conclusion for this section, path planning for collision avoidance using the
Hybrid A* algorithm is way better than using the PRM algorithm for the following
reasons:
•

The calculated path is as short as possible between the start location and

the end goal locations in the Hybrid A* algorithm.
•

The calculated path is quite obvious to be very smooth in using the

Hybrid A* algorithm which is not the case in the PRM algorithm. This is due
to the minimum turning angles assignment introduced by the Hybrid A*
algorithm.
As a result of the success of the Hybrid A* algorithm in path planning to avoid
collision with objects than that of the PRM algorithm due to the aforementioned
reasons, it will only be used in the path planning of the host UAV in avoiding collision
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with objects in the following section.

4.4.

Time-Variant Path Planning using Hybrid A* Algorithm
This section shows the results of using the Hybrid A* algorithm in planning the

path between the start pose and the end goal pose as a function of time. This means that
each of the dynamic objects is going to change its location in the map with respect to
its speed and orientation. All speeds and orientations are randomly initiated at the
beginning of each simulation run and will follow the values mentioned in Chapter 3.
Moving the objects concerning time increases the complexity of path planning.
Hence, finding the best trajectory that considers the shortest path requires recalculation
of the path with respect to the newly occupied regions. In other words, as the objects
move, they may intercept with the current calculated path. Therefore, the path has to
be recalculated for every time period at 𝑡 + ∆𝑡 depending on the speed of the host UAV.
Accordingly, to verify the success of the proposed algorithm, the same start
location and the three end goal locations used in the previous sections is used along
with using three different speeds, 1.75m/s, 2.25m/s, and 3.25m/s, for the host UAV for
each of the end goal locations, (15, 24), (24, 15), and (30, 30) meters.
Each simulation run will have at least nine figures depending on the host UAV
speed and the end goal location. Hence, only a few figures of each run are shown such
that it is clearly delivering the concept and showing the success of the proposed
methodology and algorithm. Moreover, all the simulation runs are made for 50 detected
objects within the map scene.
Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 4.14 present the selected figures to show how is the final path
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shown in Fig. 4.15 calculated for an end location of (15, 24,45°) and a host UAV speed
of 1.75m/s.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4.13. Regenerative path planning concerning an end goal location (15, 24) and a
host UAV of 1.75m/s part (1)
Fig. 4.13.(a) presents the first created path between start location (1,1) and the
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end goal (15,24) meters. As shown in the figure, the shortest path will be the straight
line represented by the blue arrow linking both locations. To avoid collision with the
objects, this path is not feasible. Hence, an alternative path is calculated. As shown in
the same figure, the alternative path is slightly going away from the arrow then getting
back to it again. The reason behind this is the turning angle.
Proceeding to Fig. 4.13.(b), it is obvious that the detected objects have changed
their location concerning their speeds and orientations. Hence, the point at which the
host UAV has arrived became the new start pose used to recalculate the newly available
path. From this figure, it is clear that part of the path is a straight line heading directly
to the end goal pose which shows the optimization in the new path.
Moving to Fig. 4.13.(c), an object intercepts the old path hence, a new path is
calculated to go behind the object shown in the red circle. Also, the path planning
calculations consider the host UAV speed, hence the UAV takes some time proceeding
in its old path until the minimum turning angle is met, then it proceeds closer to the
blue arrow.
In Fig. 4.14., the host UAV has updated its location and the detected objects
have updated their locations as well. Hence, as shown in Fig. 4.14.(a), the new path
was a straight line until it reached the 2 detected people. That caused the new path to
having a small curve as shown behind the people safety occupied region, marked in the
red circle.
By the time the host UAV has reached its new starting point shown in Fig.
4.14.(b), the people that were in the path have changed their location, hence, a new path
was calculated to become as short as possible to the end goal pose. It is also shown that
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the calculated path has a curve that fulfills the requirement of the minimum turning
angle concerning the drone aerodynamics as shown in the blue circle.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.14. Regenerative path planning concerning an end goal location (15, 24) and a
host UAV of 1.75m/s part (2)
Finally, Fig. 4.15. shows the end path that the drone has taken from the original
start pose (1,1, 0°) reaching the end goal pose (15, 24, 45°) at a speed of 1.75 m/s. It is
clear that the path is divided into multiple stages due to the change in the host UAV
and the detected objects’ poses.
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Fig. 4.15. The final path taken by the host UAV moving at a speed of 1.75 m/s from
the start pose (1,1,0°) reaching the end goal pose (15, 24,45°) along with avoiding
collision with all detected objects at each time (𝑡 + ∆𝑡)
Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 4.17 present the selected figures to show how is the final path
shown in Fig. 4.18 calculated for an end pose of (15, 25,45°) and a host UAV speed of
3.25m/s.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4.16. Regenerative path planning concerning an end goal location (15, 24) and a
host UAV of 2.25m/s part (1)
Fig. 4.16.(a) presents the first created path between start location (1,1) and the
end goal (15,24) meters. As shown in the figure, the shortest path will be the straight
line represented by the blue arrow linking both locations. To avoid collision with the
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objects, this path is not feasible. Hence, an alternative path is calculated. As shown in
the same figure, the Hybrid A* algorithm started in calculating 2 alternative paths. The
first one, which was going to be the shortest, stopped at a certain point as an object was
detected as shown with the red arrow. Hence, the slightly longer path was picked to be
followed.
Fig. 4.16.(b) has a similar scenario to that of Fig. 4.16.(a). The main difference
is the calculated path was with respect to the new start pose of the host UAV. The
shortest path is represented by the yellow arrow which is not feasible. Hence, the
Hybrid A* algorithm had to pick an alternative path as shown in the figure after
excluding the second shortest path due to the detected drone shown in the red circle.
Fig. 4.16.(c) shows that the path between the host UAV and the end goal pose
is clear. Hence, the shortest path, in this case, will be the straight line represented by
the blue arrow. The actual calculated path is almost a straight line except for the first
meter as the host UAV has to make a small turn to follow the shortest path.
In Fig. 4.17., the host UAV updated its location and the detected objects updated
their locations as well. Hence, as shown in Fig. 4.17.(a), the new path was modified
due to the presence of the person marked in the blue circle. The path host UAV
recalculated the path at each new start location. Fig. 4.17.(b) shows the frame at which
the previously detected person just moved away from the direct path between the host
UAV and its goal. Hence, the path was updated to be almost the same as that of Fig.
4.17.(a).
As shown in Fig. 4.17.(c), the last path planned for the host UAV before
reaching its goal pose is presented. It is shown that the host UAV is flying safely and
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closely to the detected person at its new location.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4.17. Regenerative path planning concerning an end goal location (15, 24) and a
host UAV of 2.25m/s part (2)
Finally, Fig. 4.18. shows the actual path taken by the drone from the original
start pose (1,1, 0°) reaching the end goal pose (15, 24, 45°). The path is divided into
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multiple stages due to the change in the host UAV and the detected objects’ poses. The
most important part about this path is showing how the turning curves are very smooth.

Fig. 4.18. The final path taken by the host UAV moving at a speed of 2.25m/s from the
start pose (1,1,0°) reaching the end goal pose (15, 24,45°) along with avoiding
collision with all detected objects at each time (𝑡 + ∆𝑡)
Fig. 4.19 and Fig. 4.20 present the selected figures to show how is the final path
shown in Fig. 4.21 calculated for an end pose of (15, 24,45°) and a host UAV speed of
3.25m/s.
The path planning in this example follows the same procedure as the previous
ones. The only difference is with the speed of the host UAV. Increasing the speed
increases the challenges in avoiding collision with the detected objects.
As shown in Fig. 19., despite increasing the speed of the host UAV, all the
planned paths are chosen to be very close to the detected objects’ safety occupied
region. This example specifically, shows the success of the proposed methodology
which is identifying the objects and dealing with them concerning their speeds and
orientations in the manner of safely and closely flying the drone to detected objects.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4.19. Regenerative path planning concerning an end goal location (15, 24) and a
host UAV of 3.25m/s part (1)
Following the same aspect of this example, Fig. 4.20.(a) shows how the host
UAV start position is right in front of the safety occupied region of a detected person
marked in the red circle. Fig. 4.20.(b) shows the final calculated path for the host UAV
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and how is the path optimized.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.20. Regenerative path planning concerning an end goal location (15, 24) and a
host UAV of 3.25m/s part (2)
Finally, Fig. 4.20. shows the end path followed by the host UAV from the
original start pose (1,1, 0°) reaching the end goal pose (15, 24, 45°) at a speed of 3.25
m/s. It is clear that the path is divided into multiple stages due to the change in the host
UAV and the detected objects’ poses. The most important part about this path is
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showing how the turning curves are very smooth.

Fig. 4.21. The final path taken by the host UAV moving at a speed of 3.25m/s from the
start pose (1,1,0°) reaching the end goal pose (15, 24,45°) along with avoiding
collision with all detected objects at each time (𝑡 + ∆𝑡)
To further verify the success of the algorithm, a change in the end goal location
will take place for the upcoming simulation tests. Fig. 4.22 and Fig. 4.23 present the
selected figures to show how is the final path shown in Fig. 4.24 calculated for an end
pose of (24, 15,45°) and a host UAV speed of 1.75m/s. As shown from Fig. 4.22., the
end goal pose is located at the edge of the safety occupied region of a stationary drone.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4.22 Regenerative path planning concerning an end goal location (24, 15) and a
host UAV of 1.75m/s part (1)
Fig. 4.22.(a) shows the straight line connecting the start pose and the end goal
pose represented by the red arrow. Most likely such a path will not be feasible with the
existence of a big number of dynamic objects. The created paths in all the subfigures
of Fig. 4.22 are not having anything special from the previous simulation results
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discussed before. However, to verify the success of the Hybrid A* algorithm, I have to
test multiple different combinations, speeds, and end goal locations.
Fig. 4.23.(a) has a very noticeable region marked in the red circle. As shown in
the figure, the calculated path has two successive turns that look like a sine wave. The
reason behind this is that the host UAV has a minimum turning angle with respect to
its aerodynamics and its speed. Hence this shape was created to avoid collision with
both the moving drone and the stationary drone in the red circle. After passing the
aforementioned region, a person safety occupied region intercepts the pathway between
the host UAV and the end goal pose as shown in Fig. 4.23.(b) resulting in the curve in
front of the person highlighted by the red circle.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.23. Regenerative path planning concerning an end goal location (24, 15) and a
host UAV of 1.75m/s part (2)
Finally, Fig. 4.24. shows the final path followed by the drone from the original
start pose (1,1,0°) reaching the end goal pose (24, 15, 45°) at a speed of 1.75 m/s. It is
clear that the path is divided into multiple stages due to the change in the host UAV
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and the detected objects’ poses. The most important part about this path is showing
how the turning curves are very smooth.

Fig. 4.24. The final path taken by the host UAV moving at a speed of 1.75m/s from the
start pose (1,1,0°) reaching the end goal pose (15, 24,45°) along with avoiding
collision with all detected objects at each time (𝑡 + ∆𝑡)
Fig. 4.25 presents the selected figures to show how is the final path shown in
Fig. 4.26 calculated for an end pose of (24, 15,45°) and a host UAV speed of 2.75m/s.
The path planning in this example follows the same procedure as the previous ones.
The only difference is with the speed of the host UAV. Increasing the speed increases
the challenges in avoiding collision with the detected objects.
Fig. 25.(a) shows the initial path between the start pose (1, 1, 0°) and the end
goal pose (24, 15, 45°). As the host UAV and other objects started moving, the new
start pose is calculated to verify the speed of motion to be 2.75m/s. Fig. 25.(c) shows
the calculation of two paths as close as possible to the straight line linking the start and
end poses represented by the blue arrow. The first path was eliminated as its extension
was represented by the red arrow, hence the other path was chosen. As the UAV moved
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proceeds in its direction, it reached a starting point in front of the detected drone safety
occupied region highlighted in the red circle as shown in Fig. 4.25.(d).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4.25. Regenerative path planning concerning an end goal location (24, 15) and a
host UAV of 2.75m/s
This situation lead the host UAV to make a slight back motion to go far from
the detected object and make a turn far from the detected object region. This is also
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shown in Fig. 4.26 in the red rectangle. Rather than that, the overall path is very smooth
for all other regions as shown in Fig. 4.26 which presents the actual final path taken by
the host UAV from the start pose (1, 1, 0°) and the end goal pose (24, 15, 45°).

Fig. 4.26. The final path taken by the host UAV moving at a speed of 2.75m/s from the
start pose (1,1,0°) reaching the end goal pose (24, 15,45°) along with avoiding
collision with all detected objects at each time (𝑡 + ∆𝑡)
The last example for the end goal pose (24, 15, 45°) is presented in Fig. 4.27
and the final path driven by the host UAV is presented in Fig. 4.28 for the host UAV
speed of 3.25 m/s. presents the selected figures to show how is the final path shown in
Fig. 4.26 calculated for an end pose of (24, 15,45) and a host UAV speed of 2.75m/s.
The path planning in this example follows the same procedure as the previous ones.
The only difference is with the speed of the host UAV.
Despite increasing the number of objects, and due to the random distribution of
the objects in the map, the route between the initial start pose and the end goal pose is
almost clear. Hence, all of the paths in each of the subfigures presented in Fig. 4.27 are
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almost straight lines with a maximum of one or two turns.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4.27. Regenerative path planning concerning an end goal location (24, 15) and a
host UAV of 3.25m/s
The host UAV’s final path is shown in Fig. 28. As concluded from the figure,
the path is very smooth with very few turns due to the location of objects.
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Fig. 4.28. The final path taken by the host UAV moving at a speed of 3.25m/s from the
start pose (1,1,0°) reaching the end goal pose (24, 15,45°) along with avoiding
collision with all detected objects at each time (𝑡 + ∆𝑡)
The upcoming examples are more challenging as the end goal pose (30, 30, 45°)
which is a diagonal from the start pose (1, 1, 0°) as presented in Fig. 4.29.(a). and the
final path driven by the host UAV is presented in Fig. 4.30 for the host UAV speed of
1 m/s.
Since the end goal location is far and the speed is very low. Hence, it is required
to include more figures to show the change in path planning at each of the start
locations.
Fig. 4.29 includes 4 subfigures (a through d). As usual, Fig. 4.29.(a) presents
the initially created path for the host UAV reaching the end goal. For this path, the main
issue appears to be at the beginning of motion as the route is mostly clear. This is due
to the classification done in advance to deal with the level of uncertainty.
As the host UAV moves, the detected objects in the scene update their location
as well. Hence, the calculated path is being updated with respect to each start pose as
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shown in the subfigures of Fig. 29.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4.29. Regenerative path planning concerning an end goal location (30, 30) and a
host UAV of 1m/s
Fig. 4.30. presents more calculated paths for the host UAV reaching its goal.
As shown in Fig. 4.30.(a), the calculated path for the host UAV is very close to the
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detected objects’ space occupancies. By comparing the calculated paths of Fig. 4.30.(b)
and Fig. 4.30.(c), in Fig. 4.30.(b) the created path was to go in front of the walking
person’s safety occupied region highlighted in the red circle. As the frame updated, the
person became in the way, hence the path was updated to turn behind the safety
occupied region of the person as highlighted by the blue circle. Fig. 4.31.(d) shows the
clearway for the created path reaching the end goal pose.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4.30. Regenerative path planning concerning an end goal location (30, 30) and a
host UAV of 1m/s

The host UAV’s final path is shown in Fig. 31. The best maneuvering part about
this path is highlighted region in the red rectangle. At this stage, as aforementioned, the
path was recalculated to change the motion from being ahead from the person’s safety
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occupied region to be passing behind it. The turning angle at this stage shows how
reliable and feasible is the motion with respect to the drone aerodynamics.

Fig. 4.31. The final path taken by the host UAV moving at a speed of 1m/s from the
start pose (1,1,0°) reaching the end goal pose (30, 30,45°) along with avoiding
collision with all detected objects at each time (𝑡 + ∆𝑡)
Changing the host UAV speed to 2.75m/s while maintaining the end goal pose
at (30, 30, 45°) and the start pose at (1, 1, 0°) is presented in Fig. 4.32.(a). The final
path driven by the host UAV is presented in Fig. 4.34.
By analyzing both Fig. 4.32.(b) and 5.32.(c), the Hybrid A* algorithm
calculated alternative paths to reach the end goal. The reason behind this is that both
paths at the beginning were having the same length until one of them is intercepted by
detected objects.
Let us call the paths in Fig. 4.32.(b) as path 1 and path 2 represented by the blue
and orange paths, respectively. As path 1 was discarded and path 2 was picked in Fig.
4.32.(b), the host UAV proceeded its motion to the new starting location. Also, all
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detected objects updated their locations. Hence, the new path was found to be closer to
path 1 as shown in Fig. 4.32.(c). The reason behind that was an object moving towards
path 1 as highlighted by the red circle in both Fig. 4.32.(b) and Fig. 4.32(c). This object
which was the reason for discarding path 1 at first, became the reason for selecting it
back again in Fig. 4.32.(c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4.32. Regenerative path planning concerning an end goal location (30, 30) and a
host UAV of 2.75m/s part(1)
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Moving forward to reach the end goal pose, more path plannings are being done
as shown in Fig. 4.33.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4.33. Regenerative path planning concerning an end goal location (30, 30) and a
host UAV of 2.75m/s part(2)
The only noticeable change with the paths can be shown in Fig. 4.33.(c) and
Fig. 4.33(d), as the path is calculated to be passing ahead from the walking person, but
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this is changed in Fig. 4.33.(d) as the person moves forward to the left direction. This
is because the Hybrid A* algorithm always looks for the optimized path.
By analyzing the final path shown in Fig. 4.34., the highlighted part in the red
rectangle represents a situation similar to that in Fig. 4.26. as the host UAV had to stop
and go slightly backward to avoid collision with the moving drone’s safety occupied
region highlighted in red in Fig. 4.33.(a).

Fig. 4.34. The final path taken by the host UAV moving at a speed of 2.75m/s from the
start pose (1,1,0°) reaching the end goal pose (30, 30,45°) along with avoiding
collision with all detected objects at each time (𝑡 + ∆𝑡)
Finally, the host UAV speed is changed to 4m/s to check how would the Hybrid
A* algorithm respond to a speed higher than the maximum speed limits shown in
chapter 3. Note that the end goal pose at (30, 30, 45°) and the start pose at (1, 1, 0°)
are being maintained as presented in Fig. 4.35. The final path driven by the host UAV
is presented in Fig. 4.36.
Fig. 4.35.(a) presents the initialized path to avoid collision with objects. Such a
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path do not have any sort of actions to be mentioned. Moving to Fig. 4.35.(b)., the
calculated route between the new start pose and the end pose became crowded, but still
due to the reduction in the level of uncertainty using the help of the proposed
methodology, the Hybrid A* algorithm was able to find a smooth path.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4.35. Regenerative path planning concerning an end goal location (30, 30) and a
host UAV of 4m/s
The only part to be considered in the paths shown in Fig. 4.35.(c) and Fig.
4.35.(d), is the highlighted path in red and blue circles, respectively. At first, the path
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in (c) was maneuvering between multiple detected drones’ space occupancies.
However, this changed due to the change in location of both the host UAV and detected
objects.
Finally, the host UAV final path is presented in Fig. 36. The path looks very
reliable and feasible with respect to drones’ aerodynamics.

Fig. 4.36. The final path taken by the host UAV moving at a speed of 4m/s from the
start pose (1,1,0°) reaching the end goal pose (30, 30,45°) along with avoiding
collision with all detected objects at each time (𝑡 + ∆𝑡)
To conclude this section, the Hybrid A* algorithm in path planning to avoid
collision with the detected objects using the help of the proposed methodology:
identifying the detected objects, classifying their speeds and orientation, showed great
success in dealing with dynamic objects as well as static objects.
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CHAPTER 5
3D Trajectory Planning

5.1.

Introduction
In Chapter 4, UAV 2D path planning is discussed with respect to the safety

occupied region of moving objects. In such a case, the UAV is moving within two
degrees of freedom (xy-plane) at a constant altitude (z-axis) while the moving objects
are all on the same z-plane. Since UAVs are capable of navigating in 6 degrees of
freedom, it would be more practical and realistic to consider planning the UAV’s path
over different altitudes. This is achieved through a 3D path planning algorithm with an
objective of navigating the UAV through a 3D space from a reference starting location
in the xyz-plane to an end location in the space workspace.
Moreover, the contribution in this work is to select a feasible path in the 3D
space taking into consideration the safety occupied region of all moving objects in the
environment. In this chapter, two 3D path planning algorithms are discussed.
The first one is based on the Hybrid A* path planning algorithm discussed in
Chapter 4 is selecting the shortest path for the UAV in the 2D xy-plane. This 3D path
planning method is a development of this algorithm by integrating a combination of
three 2D path planning algorithms in xy, yz, and xz planes onto the xyz-plane through
descriptive geometry and vector calculations.
The second method is based on the A* algorithm typically used in 2D path
planning which has been modified to include a third dimension. Therefore, now the
algorithm searches in the x, y, and z-directions with a cost function that determines the
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shortest path based on a cost function that calculates the sum of the distance from the
start point at each node and the distance to the end point at each node.

5.2.

3D Path Planning Based on the Interpolation of Three 2D Hybrid A*
Path Planning Algorithm
The 3D path planning discussed here is a development of this algorithm by
integrating a combination of three 2D path planning algorithms in xy, yz, and xz
planes onto the xyz plane through descriptive geometry and vector calculations as
shown in Fig. 5.1.

Fig. 5.1. Demonstration of the path projection in the xyz space from each plane
This approach is demonstrated where three 2D paths are planned on each plane
(xy, yz, and xz planes). The resultant xyz projection is interpolated from the resulting
paths on each plane. These representations are shown in Fig. 5.2. (a), (b), and (c) for
the xy, yz, and xz occupancy maps, respectively.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5.2. A* Path Planning on (a) xy-plane, (b) YZ-plane, and (c) (a) XZ-plane
The resulting 3D environment with the interpolated 3D path is shown in Fig.
5.3. This path is replanned every time step to consider the motion of objects in the
environment.
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Fig. 5.3. 3D path representation in the environment
A 3D representation of the objects in the environment is first structured using a
3D matrix that represents the safety occupied region of each object. Each time step the
objects are moved to a different location in the 3D environment depending on the object
location and velocity.
Each time step, a projection of all objects is represented on each plane (xy, yz,
and xz planes). Then a path is planned on each plane from the new start location to the
end goal location. The result is a series of locations on each plane. On the x-axis, both
points from xy and xz planes (x-axis points) are averaged to get the interpolated x-axis
reference path. The same method is applied for y and z-axes considering xy, yz, and xz
respectively. This results in a series of points for the x, y, and z-axes which dictates the
reference path in the xyz plane. This is represented in Equation 5.1 to Equation 5.3 for
each node (n).
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𝑥(𝑛) =

𝑦(𝑛) =

𝑧(𝑛) =

𝑥𝑥𝑦 (𝑛)+𝑥𝑥𝑧 (𝑛)
2
𝑦𝑥𝑦 (𝑛)+𝑦𝑦𝑧 (𝑛)
2
𝑧𝑦𝑧 (𝑛)+𝑧𝑥𝑧 (𝑛)
2

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

The motion in the xy plane is always considered of the highest weight as that is
the link between both 2D and 3D path planning.
Special cases are relevant when no path can be found in one or two planes. This
can occur when there is no valid path between the start location and end location on
any one of these paths. In case one plane has no valid path, for example, xy plane, then
the x-axis nodes are determined from the xz plane determined path and the y-axis nodes
are determined from the yz plane path while the z-axis nodes are determined based on
Equation (5.3). In case two planes have no valid path, for example, xy and yz plane,
then x-axis and z-axis nodes are determined from the xz path. The y-axis nodes are
determined using a straight path from the start location to the end location.
Moreover, the path planning algorithm takes into consideration the visible
objects from the current location to the end location. This is required to save calculation
time when determining the shortest path as compared to considering the entire plane
map.
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5.3.

3D Path Planning Based on the Proposed 3D A* Path Planning Algorithm
Fig. 5.4 shows a grid of nodes where the white cells represent the availability

of nodes on the map and the black cells represent the occupied cells due to the existence
of objects. The target here is to find a path from the start point (S) to the end point (E).
To do this, the distance between each of the nodes needs to be calculated.

Fig. 5.4. grid of nodes where the white cells represent the availability of nodes on the
map and the black cells represent the occupied cells
First, assuming that the environment is 2D, there are three types of motion in
this case: horizontal, vertical, and diagonal. If the distance for both horizontal and
vertical motion between any two successive nodes is 1, then according to Pythagoras,
the diagonal distance between two across nodes will be √2 ≅ 1.4.
For easier calculations, all distances will be multiplied by 10. The relation
between node (S) and all its neighbor nodes are 10 for horizontal and vertical neighbor
nodes and 14 for diagonal nodes as shown in Fig 5.5.
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Fig. 5.5. Weight of Neighboring Nodes from Start Location
By looking at all node (S) neighbors and calculating each of the nodes’ G-cost
and H-cost. The G-cost is the distance between the current node and the start node (S).
The H-cost is the distance between the current node and the end node (E). The G-cost
is the number represented in red and H-cost is the number represented in blue. Finally,
F-cost is the overall cost of the node and that is represented in black as shown in Fig
5.6.

Fig. 5.6. Weight of Neighboring Nodes from Start Location with GCost and HCost, 1st
step
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The F-cost is calculated using the following equations:
𝐹𝑛_𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝐺𝑛_𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 + 𝐻𝑛_𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡

(5.4)

𝐹𝑛_𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = √(𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 − 𝑥𝑛 )2 + (𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 − 𝑦𝑛 )2 + √(𝑥𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑥𝑛 )2 + (𝑦𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑦𝑛 )2
(5.5)
The chosen node is the one with the least 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 . Since there is more than one
node with the same 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 ; therefore, the 𝐻𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 is the weighting factor of the nodes with
the least 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 to decide which node will be the next starting point. The node with the
least 𝐻𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 of all matching least 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 values is chosen and presented in yellow. The
next step is to calculate all the cost functions of the neighbor nodes to the current node
as shown in Fig. 5.7. The G-cost is increasing, and the H-cost is decreasing as I get
closer to the end node (E).

Fig. 5.7. Weight of Neighboring Nodes from the Current Start Location with GCost
and HCost, 2nd step
As seen from Fig. 5.7, the new 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 of the calculated neighbor nodes results in
a node that is having an 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 of (52) which is remaining the least 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 as before.
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Again, there are two nodes with the same least 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 and the chosen one is with respect
to the least 𝐻𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 of both and is presented in yellow as shown in Fig. 5.8. Each node
that is used in calculating its neighbor nodes’ 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 will have a change in color to dark
blue so that it will not be visited again to recalculate its neighbor nodes.

Fig. 5.8. Weight of Neighboring Nodes from the Current Start Location with GCost
and HCost, 3nd step
After calculating the 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 values for the neighbor nodes of the yellow one in
Fig. 5.8, all the resulting values turned out to be bigger (52). Hence, the least 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 (52)
in the map will be considered as an option for a new starting position and all its
neighbor nodes will be calculated.
At each step, a new starting node is selected and all its neighbor nodes 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 are
calculated. By looking at both Fig. 5.8 and 5.9, there is a common neighbor node for
both starting nodes represented in yellow. Its 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 has been updated with respect to its
position to the current starting node. The 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 is updated from (72) to (58) and this is
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due to the change in its 𝐺𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 which is calculated from the previous motions going back
to the starting node (S).

Fig. 5.9. Weight of Neighboring Nodes from Start Location with GCost and HCost, 1st
step
Once more, the node with the least 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 is chosen to have all its neighbor
nodes calculated and is represented in yellow. All its neighbor nodes 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 are
recalculated. By comparing Fig. 5.9 and 5.10, the common neighbor node 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 has
been calculated to change from (72) to (64).
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Fig. 5.10. Weight of Neighboring Nodes from the Current Start Location with GCost
and HCost, 2nd step
The purple color exemplifies that this node has not been chosen yet but at one
point it might be picked if it has the least 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 on the map. Fig. 5.11 presents the new
chosen node presented in yellow; all its neighbors’ 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 values are calculated.

Fig. 5.11. Weight of Neighboring Nodes from the Current Start Location with GCost
and HCost, 3rd step
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Fig. 5.12 shows that the algorithm jumped back to the node with the least 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 in the
map that is represented in yellow.

Fig. 5.12. Weight of Neighboring Nodes from the Current Start Location with GCost
and HCost, 4th step
Once there is a clear sight between the current starting node and the end node,
the starting nodes maintain their total 𝐹𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 value as the increase in its 𝐺𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 is exactly
equal to the decrease in its 𝐻𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 as shown in Figs. (5.13 – 5.15).
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Fig. 5.13. Weight of Neighboring Nodes from the Current Start Location with GCost
and HCost, 5th step

Fig. 5.14. Weight of Neighboring Nodes from the Current Start Location with GCost
and HCost, 6th step
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Fig. 5.15. Weight of Neighboring Nodes from the Current Start Location with GCost
and HCost, 7th step
Finally, Fig. 5.16 shows the overall path decided by the algorithm to ensure the
least overall distance cost function. The path is presented in green.

Fig. 5.16. Weight of Neighboring Nodes from the Current Start Location with GCost
and HCost, 8th step
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Likewise, the A* algorithm typically used in 2D path planning has been
modified to include a third dimension. Therefore, now the algorithm searches in the x,
y, and z directions with a cost function that determines the shortest path based on a cost
function that calculates the sum of the distance from the start point at each node and
distance to the end point at each node. An example of the 3D environment for nodes
location is presented in Fig. 5.17.

Fig. 5.17. Grid Distribution for a 3D Environment Showing Neighbor Cells
The cost function is calculated based on these equations (5.6 and 5.7)
𝐹𝑛_𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑑 = 𝐺𝑛_𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑑 + 𝐻𝑛_𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑑

(5.6)

𝐹𝑛_𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑑 = √(𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 − 𝑥𝑛 )2 + (𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 − 𝑦𝑛 )2 + (𝑧𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 − 𝑧𝑛 )2 +
√(𝑥𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑥𝑛 )2 + (𝑦𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑦𝑛 )2 + (𝑧𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑧𝑛 )2

(5.7)

Also, to be more realistic, a safety margin around the UAV was created by
adding a third cost representing the distance between the current node and the obstacle
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within a certain safety region (space occupancy of the host UAV). The Pseudocode of
the A* algorithm is shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1.Pseudocode of the Developed A* Search Algorithm
ALGORITHM 1: Developed 3D ASTAR SEARCH ALGORITHM
1
OPEN //Initialize the open nodes for evaluation
2
CLOSED //Set the closed nodes that has already been evaluated
3
//Set the Start node to OPEN
4
5

6
7

8
9

Loop //Loop until Start node is equal to the End node
//Select the current node with the least f_cost within the open nodes
current
//Set current node to status to Closed
remove current from OPEN
add current to CLOSED
//Check if current node is equal to the End node
if current is the target node //path has been found
Return
//Calculate the f_cost for each of the neighbor nodes in xyz to the current
node

10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17

for each neighbor of the current node in xyz directions
//Check the availability of each neighbor node
if neighbor is not traversable or neighbor is in CLOSED
skip to the next neighbor
Calculate the f_cost of the neighbor node
//Select the neighbor node based on the path length and feasibility
if new path to neighbor is shorter OR neighbor is not in OPEN
set f_cost of neighbor
set parent of neighbor to current
if neighbor is not in OPEN
add neighbor to OPEN
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5.4.

Program Flow Chart
In this section, the simulation program flow chart is discussed along with the

utilized functions as shown in Fig 5.18. The program is divided into six functions:
Initialization, Scene Creation, Build, Execute, Results, and Update Map. Each of these
functions will be further explained in the following subsections.

Fig. 5.18. Program Flowchart
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5.4.1. Initialization Function
In this function, the 3D Binary map is created based on the maximum number
of cells in xyz. Afterward, the number of detected objects to be placed in the scene is
selected along with the start and end locations of the host UAV.

5.4.2. Scene Creation (Randomly/Chosen) Function
In this function, objects in the environment are created with three properties:
Object type, Object Pose, and Object Velocities. These properties are set based on the
required simulation scenario. There are two possible simulation scenarios:
The first scenario is based on a random selection of the objects’ properties with
respect to the number of objects preselected in the initialization function as shown in
Fig. 5.19. All such values are within the predefined ranges presented in the CPD Tables
discussed in Chapter 2.

Fig. 5.19. Random Placement of Objects in a Scene
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The second scenario is based on a custom scene with pre-selected objects’
properties to create the required motion of all objects in the environment as shown in
Fig. 5.20. This is useful to create special simulation cases to evaluate the capabilities
of the path planning algorithm.

Fig. 5.20. Placement of Objects in a Custom Scenario

5.4.3. Simulation Steps
The following set of functions are repeated as long as the host UAV current
location is not equal to the selected end location. During this loop, the full 3D map is
built with the occupied cells with respect to the object’s properties, then the path
planning algorithm is executed, results are recorded, and finally, the map is updated
with respect to the new poses of the objects and host UAV. Each simulation step is
equivalent to 1 scenario second. This will be further discussed in the Update Map
function.
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5.4.4. Build Function
In this function, the map is cleared of all occupied cells so that each simulation
step is executed on a new map. Then the Safety Occupied Region for each object is
calculated using Equations (3.1 – 3.7) with respect to each object’s properties. For the
third dimension, z-direction, a conversion from Cartesian coordinate system to
Spherical coordinate system is used as shown in Fig. 5.21.

z
r = vctr sin θ
P(x, y, z) = P(vctr, θxy, θ)
z = vctr cos θ
vctr
θ
y
θxy

r

x = r cos θxy

y = r sin θxy
x

Fig. 5.21. Cartesian and Spherical Coordinate Systems
Based on this transformation, the below equations are used for the 3D
representation. Each object pose property is defined by: 𝑟 (Eq. 3.2), 𝜃𝑥𝑦 (𝑂𝑂𝑛 ), and 𝜃
is the orientation along the 𝑧 − 𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠.
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The conversion from the spherical coordinates to the cartesian coordinates
systems for the drone semicircle shape is performed using the Equations (5.8 – 5.11).
While for the z-axis points of the bell shape is calculated using Eq. (5.12)
𝑣𝑐𝑡𝑟 = 𝑟/𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

(5.8)

𝑥 = 𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑥𝑦 = 𝑣𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑥𝑦
𝑦 = 𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑥𝑦 = 𝑣𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑥𝑦
𝑧𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑙𝑒 = 𝑣𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
𝑦

𝑧𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒 = tan−1 (𝑥𝑈𝐴𝑉𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑙 )
𝑈𝐴𝑉𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑙

(5.9)
(5.10)
(5.11)
(5.12)

Based on the acquired xyz points of each object, the binary map cells are set to
be occupied.

5.4.5. Execute Function
The path planning algorithm is executed in this function with an input of the
occupied binary map, the current location of the host UAV, and the end location of the
host UAV. There are four path planning methods: two for the 2D plane (PRM and
Hybrid A*) and two for the 3D environment (Three interpolated 2D Hybrid A* and
proposed 3D A* path planning).
In the proposed 3D A* path planning algorithm, all unoccupied cells are
indexed, then the 𝐻𝑛_𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 for all unoccupied cells are calculated. This is followed by
determining the routes from each unoccupied cell to the neighboring cells. Finally, the
algorithm is executed to determine the 𝐺𝑛_𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 and the resulting 𝐹𝑛_𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 of the checked
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cells along with the graph search as explained in Section 5.3. The search stops when
the current cell is the required end location. An example of the tessellation graph of the
explored cells representation in the graph search algorithm using nodes and routes is
shown in Fig, 5.22 along with the determined shortest collision free path shown in Fig.
5.23.

Fig. 5.22. Searched nodes and routes in the 3D A* Algorithm

Fig. 5.23. Determined Minimum Fcost Collision Free Path using the 3D A* Algorithm
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5.4.6. Results Function
In this function, the resulting shortest free path is saved and presented for each
simulation step as shown in Fig. 5.23.

5.4.7. Update Map Function
The final simulation step is to update the location of each object in the map
along with the location of the host UAV. The objects’ new locations are determined
based on the objects’ velocities and simulation time step.
Since the simulation time step was set to be 1 scenario second, therefore the
new location of each object was aquired by calculating the xyz locations of the objects
based on the objects’ velocity properties as shown in Equations (5.13 – 5.15).
𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝑥𝑜𝑙𝑑 + 𝑂𝑉𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑥𝑦

(5.13)

𝑦𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝑦𝑜𝑙𝑑 + 𝑂𝑉𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑥𝑦

(5.14)

𝑧𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝑧𝑜𝑙𝑑 + 𝑂𝑉𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

(5.15)

This is true with the constraints of having the motion of the detected objects in
the environment at a constant velocity. At the same time, the host UAV location is
updated with the first unoccupied node in the acquired path.

5.5.

Simulation Results
Two simulation scenarios are performed using each of the proposed algorithms.

The first scenario consists of 5 UAVs located randomly in the 3D space moving at a
constant speed and random motion in the 3D environment. The second scenario
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consists of 7 UAVs located on the y-axis at a specific altitude and moving towards the
controlled UAV. In this scenario, all 7 UAVs are blocking the y-axis plane.

5.5.1. Proposed 3D Path Planning Algorithm Based on Three 2D Interpolated
Hybrid A* Algorithms
This section presents two different scenarios for the simulated model by
applying the proposed interpolation of three 2D Hybrid A* path planning algorithms.
In scenario I, the poses of the detected objects in the scene are randomly generated. For
the motion model of the objects, the randomly generated orientations of detected
objects are assumed to be fixed while speeds are varying.
In Scenario II, the poses of the detected objects in the scene are assigned in a
way that their safety occupied regions overlap to form a blocked path in the xy-plane
for the host UAV to ensure the motion in 3D at the same time. For the motion model
of the objects, both orientations and speeds are fixed.
Scenario I
The following Figures in this scenario present the planned path at different time
intervals while all UAV objects are randomly generated and moving in the
environment. At first, all UAV objects’ positions, orientations, and speeds are
randomly generated. Afterward, the 3D space occupancies of each of the objects are
generated. Finally, planning a 3D trajectory from the start location to the end location
is calculated. The first generation instants are shown in Fig. 5.24 and 5.25 for a view
angle of (30, 60) and (-60, 60), respectively.
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Fig. 5.24. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly generated scene at a view (30, 60)

Fig. 5.25. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly generated scene at a view (-60, 60)
The following figures (5.26 through 5.34) show the new calculated pathplanning trajectory from the new start location at each instant to the end location while
avoiding collision with the 3D space occupancies of the detected objects in the updated
location with respect to their speed and direction of motion.
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Fig. 5.26. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly generated scene at a view (30, 60) at the 1st
time step

Fig. 5.27. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly generated scene at a view (-60, 60) at the 1st
time step
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Fig. 5.28. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly generated scene at a view (30, 60) at the 2nd
time step

Fig. 5.29. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly generated scene at a view (-60, 60) at the
2nd time step
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Fig. 5.30. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly generated scene at a view (30, 60) at the 3rdt
time step

Fig. 5.31. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly generated scene at a view (-60, 60) at the
3rd time step
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Fig. 5.32. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly generated scene at a view (30, 60) at the 4th
time step

Fig. 5.33. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly generated scene at a view (-60, 60) at the 4th
time step
Fig. 5.34. shows the success of the host UAV reaching the final destination
without colliding with any of the detected objects. This is shown through the red cross
(start location of the host UAV) in the blue circle (the final goal) in the figure.
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Fig. 5.34. The start location represented by the red cross located in the final
destination represented by the blue circle

Scenario II
The following Figures present the planned path at different time intervals while
all UAV objects are moving in a controlled environment where all detected objects are
having the same speed and moving in the opposite direction of motion of the host UAV.
At first, all UAV objects’ positions, orientations, and speeds are preassigned.
Afterward, the 3D space occupancies of each of the objects are generated. Finally,
planning a 3D trajectory from the start location to the end location is calculated. The
first generation instants are shown in Fig. 5.35 and 5.36 for a view angle of (30, 60)
and (-60, 60), respectively.
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Fig. 5.35. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a controlled environment generated scene at a view (30,
60)

Fig. 5.36. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a controlled environment generated scene at a view (60, 60)
The following figures (5.37 through 5.44) show the new calculated pathplanning trajectory from the new start location at each instant to the end location while
avoiding collision with the 3D space occupancies of the detected objects in the updated
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location with respect to their speed and direction of motion. Since this is a controlled
environment, hence the updated objects’ locations and orientations will be moving with
symmetry.

Fig. 5.37. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a controlled environment generated scene at a view (30,
60) at the 1st time step

Fig. 5.38. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a controlled environment generated scene at a view (60, 60) at the 1st time step
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Fig. 5.39. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a controlled environment generated scene at a view (30,
60) at the 2nd time step

Fig. 5.40. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a controlled environment generated scene at a view (60, 60) at the 2nd time step
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Fig. 5.41. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a controlled environment generated scene at a view (45,
60) at the 3rd time step

Fig. 5.42. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a controlled environment generated scene at a view (60, 60) at the 3rd time step
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Fig. 5.43. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a controlled environment generated scene at a view (30,
60) at the 4th time step

Fig. 5.44. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a controlled environment generated scene at a view (60, 60) at the 4th time step
The Fig. 5.45. shows the success of the host UAV reaching the final destination
without colliding with any of the detected objects. This is shown through the red cross
(start location of the host UAV) in the blue circle (the final goal) in Fig. 5.45.
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Fig. 5.45. The start location represented by the red cross located in the final
destination represented by the blue circle
In conclusion, this chapter presented a 3D path-planning algorithm to avoid
collision with detected objects having 3D space occupancies. The algorithm has shown
success for both scenarios, random and controlled environments, to avoid collision with
detected objects in a 3D environment.

5.5.2. Proposed 3D Path Planning Algorithm Based on a Developed 3D A* Path
Planning Algorithm
This section presents two different scenarios for the simulated model by
applying the proposed 3D A* path planning algorithm. In Scenario I, the poses of the
detected objects in the scene are randomly generated. For the motion model of the
objects, the randomly generated orientations of detected objects are assumed to be fixed
while speeds are varying.
In Scenario II, the poses of the detected objects in the scene are assigned in a
way that their safety occupied regions overlap to form a blocked path in the xy-plane
for the host UAV to ensure the motion in 3D at the same time. For the motion model
of the objects, both orientations and speeds are fixed.
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Scenario I
The following Figures in this scenario present the planned path at different time
intervals while all UAV objects are randomly generated and moving in the
environment. At first, all UAV objects’ positions, orientations, and speeds are
randomly generated. Afterward, the 3D space occupancies of each of the objects are
generated. Finally, planning a 3D trajectory from the start location to the end location
is calculated. The first generation instants are shown in Fig. 5.46 and 5.47 for a view
angle of (-60, 30) and (30, 60), respectively.

Fig. 5.46. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly generated scene at a view (-60, 30)
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Fig. 5.47. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly generated scene at a view (30, 60)
Figures 5.48 and 5.49, present the grid connection for both calculated paths with
their calculated nodes and branches for different view angles of (-60, 30) and (30, 60),
respectively.

Fig. 5.48. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly generated scene at a view (-60, 30) with
nodes and branches representation
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Fig. 5.49. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly generated scene at a view (30, -60) with
nodes and branches representation
The following figures (5.50 through 5.65) show the new calculated pathplanning trajectory from the new start location at each instant to the end location while
avoiding collision with the 3D space occupancies of the detected objects in the updated
location with respect to their speed and direction of motion.

Fig. 5.50. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly generated scene at a view (-60, 30) at the 1st
time step
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Fig. 5.51. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly generated scene at a view (-60, 30) at the 1st
time step

Fig. 5.52. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly generated scene at a view (30, 60) at the 1st
time step
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Fig. 5.53. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly
generated scene at a view (30, 60) at the 1st time step with nodes and branches
representation

Fig. 5.54. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly generated scene at a view (-60, 30) at the
2nd time step
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Fig. 5.55. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly generated scene at a view (-60, 30) at the
2nd time step

Fig. 5.56. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly generated scene at a view (30, 60) at the 2nd
time step
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Fig. 5.57. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly
generated scene at a view (30, 60) at the 2nd time step with nodes and branches
representation

Fig. 5.58. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly generated scene at a view (-60, 30) at the
3rd time step
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Fig. 5.59. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly generated scene at a view (-60, 30) at the
3rd time step

Fig. 5.60. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly generated scene at a view (30, 60) at the 3rd
time step
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Fig. 5.61. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly
generated scene at a view (30, 60) at the 3rd time step with nodes and branches
representation

Fig. 5.62. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly generated scene at a view (-60, 30) at the 4th
time step
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Fig. 5.63. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly
generated scene at a view (-60, 30) at the 4th time step with nodes and branches
representation

Fig. 5.64. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly generated scene at a view (30, 60) at the 4th
time step
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Fig. 5.65. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a randomly
generated scene at a view (30, 60) at the 4th time step with nodes and branches
representation
Fig. 5.66. shows the success of the host UAV reaching the final destination
without colliding with any of the detected objects. This is shown through the red cross
(start location of the host UAV) in the blue circle (the final goal) in the figure.

Fig. 5.66. The start location represented by a red cross located at the final
destination represented by the blue circle
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5.5.2.1 Scenario II
The following Figures present the planned path at different time intervals while
all UAV objects are moving in a controlled environment. All the detected objects are
having preassigned poses with random speeds in the opposite direction of motion of
the host UAV. At first, all UAV objects’ positions and orientations are preassigned
while speeds are randomly generated. Afterward, the 3D occupied regions of each of
the objects are generated. Finally, planning a 3D trajectory from the start location to
the end location is calculated. The first generation instants are shown in Fig. 5.67 and
5.68 with different viewing angles of (-60, 60) and (30, 60), respectively.

Fig. 5.67. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a controlled environment generated scene at a view (60, 60)
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Fig. 5.68. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a controlled environment generated scene at a view (30,
60)
Figures 5.69 and 5.70, present the grid connection for both calculated paths with
their calculated nodes and branches for different view angles of (-60, 30) and (30, 60),
respectively.

Fig. 5.69. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a controlled environment generated scene at a view (60, 30) with nodes and branches representation
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Fig. 5.70. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a controlled environment generated scene at a view (30,
-60) with nodes and branches representation
The following figures (5.71 through 5.86) show the new calculated pathplanning trajectory from the new start location at each instant to the end location while
avoiding collision with the 3D space occupancies of the detected objects in the updated
location with respect to their speed and direction of motion.

Fig. 5.71. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a controlled environment generated scene at a view (60, 30) at the 1st time step
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Fig. 5.72. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a controlled environment generated scene at a view (60, 30) at the 1st time step

Fig. 5.73. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a controlled environment generated scene at a view (30,
60) at the 1st time step
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Fig. 5.74. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a random
generated scene at the 1st time step with nodes and branches representation

Fig. 5.75. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a controlled environment generated scene at a view (60, 30) at the 2nd time step
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Fig. 5.76. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a controlled environment generated scene at a view (60, 30) at the 2nd time step

Fig. 5.77. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a controlled environment generated scene at a view (30,
60) at the 2nd time step
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Fig. 5.78. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a random
generated scene at a view (30, 60) at the 2nd time step with nodes and branches
representation

Fig. 5.79. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a controlled environment generated scene at a view (60, 30) at the 3rd time step
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Fig. 5.80. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a controlled environment generated scene at a view (60, 30) at the 3rd time step

Fig. 5.81. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a controlled environment generated scene at a view (30,
60) at the 3rd time step
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Fig. 5.82. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a random
generated scene at a view (30, 60) at the 3rd time step with nodes and branches
representation

Fig. 5.83. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a controlled environment generated scene at a view (60, 30) at the 4th time step
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Fig. 5.84. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a random
generated scene at a view (-60, 30) at the 4th time step with nodes and branches
representation

Fig. 5.85. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a controlled environment generated scene at a view (30,
60) at the 4th time step
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Fig. 5.86. 3D Trajectory for the host UAV to avoid collision with objects’ space
occupancies calculated from a random
generated scene at a view (30, 60) at the 4th time step with nodes and branches
representation
The Fig. 5.87. shows that success of the host UAV reaching the final destination
without colliding with any of the detected objects. This is shown through the overlap
between the start and end locations of the host UAV.

Fig. 5.87. The start location represented by a red cross located at the final
destination represented by the blue circle
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In conclusion, this chapter presented a 3D path-planning algorithm to avoid
collision with detected objects having 3D space occupancies. The algorithm has shown
success for both scenarios; random and controlled environments, to avoid collision with
detected objects in a 3D environment.

5.6.

Comparison Between Techniques
In this section, I will present a comparison between the proposed 3D path

planning techniques with some other existing techniques. Table 5.2. presents the
performance evaluation of the most recent 3D path-planning algorithms with respect to
the environment of operation either static or dynamic environment, the adaptability of
the algorithm which means using the past experience in enhancing future performance,
the level of complexity, and taking into consideration the aerodynamics of quadcopters.
Table 5.2. Performance evaluation of 3D path planning algorithms
3D Path-Planning
Static
Dynamic
Adaptability Aerodynamics
Algorithm
Environment Environment
A* [61], [68]
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
RRT [76, 77]
Yes
No
No
No
PRM [78, 79]
Yes
No
No
No
ACO [80, 81]
Yes
No
No
No
Proposed
interpolated Hybrid
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
A*
Proposed 3D A*
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

The qualitative points of comparison represent some of the general features of
each of the algorithms. As shown in Table 5.2, all of the algorithms can work efficiently
in a Static Environmental Map where no objects are moving such as walls and Tables.
On the other hand, only three algorithms: A* and both proposed 3D path planning
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algorithms can work in a Dynamic 3D Environment with moving objects like drones.
Furthermore, Adaptability is the feature of changing the safety occupied region
for each detected obstacle/object with respect to its type. For example, the safety
occupied region of a person is different from a UAV is different from that of a Table.
For such a feature, none of the existing algorithms is equipped with such feature. On
the other hand, both proposed 3D path planning algorithms are equipped with the
Adaptability feature.
Finally, explaining the Aerodynamics feature. A flying drone requires an
understanding of the general behavior of the drone such as the motion model, the
minimum turning angle, and the required thrust force to lift the drone with respect to
its size and weight. The Aerodynamics feature in this comparison takes place from the
perspective of the minimum turning angle. Such angle is being included while
calculating the trajectory of the host UAV only for the two proposed 3D path planning
algorithms.
In order to compare some of the most recent existing path planning algorithms
to the proposed 3D A* path planning algorithm, an exact environmental map and
scenario for all algorithms should take place. The created scene is for a host UAV
having a starting position (1, 1, 1.2) aiming a final position (8, 1, 1.2) avoiding collision
with a Brick wall of dimensions 9 × 3.5 × 1𝑚3 as shown in Fig. 5.88(a) [61] and
5.88(b).
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(a) Four Different Algorithms [61]

(b)Proposed 3D A* Path Planning Algorithm

Fig. 5.88 Five Path Planning Algorithms for Collision Avoidance of a UAV with a
Brick Wall
Fig. 5.88(a) presents 4 different path planning algorithms: Plant Growth, A*,
RRT, and ACA, for a UAV to avoid collision with a brick wall in a 3D environment.
Fig. 5.88(b) presents the proposed 3D A* path planning algorithm for the same task
within the same environmental map.
Table 5.3. presents a quantitative comparison between the five path planning
algorithms presented in Fig. 5.88 (a) and (b). The information regarding the Number of
Waypoints, Path Planning Length, and Planning time is presented according to the
Authors of [61].
Regarding the metrics of comparison, the Number of Waypoints is the number
of connecting nodes for the calculated path planning. In other words, the number of
points connecting the subpaths of the overall planned path. The number of Waypoints
increases the number of subpaths by one.
Furthermore, the Path Planning Length is the overall covered distance by the
calculated overall path avoiding collision with the brick wall. In case the brick wall
wasn’t existing, the total path between the start point and the end point is named as the
clear path distance which was equal to 6.8m.
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Table 5.3. Parameters for UAV collision avoidance algorithms with a brick wall for a
clear path distance of 6.8m[15]
Number of
Waypoints
(Subpaths+1)
Plant Growth
16
A* Algorithm
56
RRT
23
Ant Colony
10
Proposed 3D
36
A*
Algorithm
Title

s
1
2
3
4
5

Path Planning Planning %Error
Length
Time
in Path
(m)
(Sec)
Length
12.8551
1.47
89.05%
11.9020
17.99
75.03%
15.4869
1.06
127.75%
12.9148
12.63
89.92%
8.6225

40.438

26.8%

For the existing techniques and according to Table. 5.3., algorithm #2, A*
algorithm, has the maximum number of waypoints and the least path planning length
compared to all other existing techniques. On the other hand, it has the most planning
time compared to others.
The second most planning time which is the algorithm #4, Ant Colony, is
having the second-longest path planning length and the least number of waypoints.
Definitely, such an algorithm is not good compared to others as the path length is very
long and the planning time is still very big. Moving to the algorithm #3, RRT, as shown
from the Table it has the least planning time but the longest path planning length. In
such a scenario, the tradeoff between distance and time is obvious. If time is more
important than distance then that will be the best option. Following the same aspect,
algorithm #1, Plant Growth, has the second smallest path planning time and the second
shortest path compared to other existing algorithms.
As for the proposed algorithm #5, 3D A* path planning, It provides the shortest
path planning length with a reduction of 27.4% than that of the algorithm #4. However,
the number of waypoints is less by 35.82% as well. The only drawback is the path
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planning time which is more by 44.48% than that of the algorithm #4. Such an issue
can be fixed by using a more powerful computer or dual computers as the processing
time will be split onto 2 processors in this case. Another way of resolving this issue is
to calculate the path for a shorter distance in front of the host UAV and not for the
overall map size. Finally, the percentage of error in path planning length has
significantly reduced from the least value 75.03% for algorithm #2 to 26.8% for the
proposed algorithm #5. Hence, the reduction is at least 48.23%.
Following the same aspect for comparing the two proposed 3D path planning
algorithms: Interpolated Three 2D Hybrid A* Algorithm and the 3D A* Path Planning
Algorithm. A scenario was created for a host UAV starting from a start position of (10,
3, 30) targeting an end position of (20, 30, 10) along with avoiding collision with 7
drones randomly distributed in the scene as shown in Fig. 5.89 and Fig. 5.90.

Fig. 5.89. Trajectory Planning Using the Interpolation of Three 2D Hybrid A* Path
Planning Algorithm
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Fig. 5.90. Trajectory Planning Using 3D A* Path Planning Algorithm
Following the same points of comparison, Table 5.4. presents a quantitative
comparison between both proposed algorithms. By comparing the results in Table 5.4,
the algorithm #2 uses fewer subpaths and shorter path planning length than that of
algorithm #1. This is expected as the algorithm #2 was planned to find the shortest path
between the start and end positions. Furthermore, the algorithm #2 has shown a better
success rate in finding a path for 10 test trials than that of the algorithm #1 as the success
rate was 10 and 8 times, respectively. The only advantage for the algorithm #1 is being
much faster than the algorithm #2 in the path planning time as it takes almost 1/3 of the
time required by the algorithm #2.
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Table 5.4. Parameters for UAV proposed collision avoidance algorithms with 7
objects randomly distributed for a clear path distance of 35.0571m
Algorithm
#

1
2

Number of
Algorithm Title Waypoints
(Subpaths+1)
Interpolated Three
2D Hybrid A*
Algorithm
3D A* Algorithm

Path
Planning
Length
(m)

Planning
Time
(Sim
Sec)

Success
Rate
(per 10
Trials)

31

40.24

1

8

28

38.4626

3.24

10

Furthermore, Fig. 5.89 and Fig. 5.90 show a graphical representation for
calculated trajectories using both; algorithm #1 and algorithm #2, respectively. As
shown from both figures, both algorithms take place within the same environmental
map. One of the drawbacks of algorithm 1 is that it requires a starting angle that is not
easy to find or calculate. Hence, in Fig. 5.88, a back motion took place from the start
location presented by the blue ‘x’ then change in direction to go back to the normal
path.
According to the information presented in Table 5.4. and the graphical analysis,
both proposed 3D path-planning algorithms are effective compared to other existing
techniques. However, the algorithm #2 is more sturdy and shorter than algorithm #1
but it is also slower.
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CHAPTER 6
Contributions and Future Work

6.1.

Contributions
This dissertation has presented a hybrid collision avoidance technique for

indoor flying UAVs that uses a Bayesian network topology to calculate its detected
objects’ space occupancies in a binary map and integrates with 2D/3D path planning.
This approach facilitates indoor maneuvering for UAVs to reach their goal safely. The
following are specific ways (Object classification, Network architecture, and Path
planning) to attain the goal.
Object Classification:
The detected object had to be identified, classified according to the trained
system, and integrated with a network architecture based on the Bayesian network
topology that calculated the safety occupied region of the object based on its type,
orientation, and speed before the level of uncertainty could be determined. The safety
occupied region was calculated with respect to seven indoor objects: walls, windows,
Tables, chairs, doors, people, and other UAVs. The simulation results presented in
chapter 3 indicated success in minimizing the object's occupancy region and its safety
occupied region.
Finding the safety occupied region assisted with understanding the scene in
which the host UAV was present, reducing the level of uncertainty, and allowing the
host UAV to fly safely and closely to the detected objects.
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Network architecture:
The information supplied by the proposed network architecture based on the
Bayesian network topology architecture was fed into the path-planning algorithm to
determine the shortest path, or trajectory, the host UAV would need to reach its end
location.
For the simulation, there are system limitations assigned. The orientations of
detected objects were assumed to be fixed once they were first initialized. As for reallife, the change in orientation would be automatically detected in real-time and the map
will be automatically updated. The only variable in the motion model, in this case, was
the object’s speeds.
Path Planning (2D Environment):
There are two common path planning algorithms for the 2D environments:
PRM and 2D Hybrid A* algorithms. The first step was to verify if those algorithms
could determine a collision-free path for the host UAV by creating the first path with
respect to the existence of stationary objects using different host UAV speeds and end
goals. Both algorithms were successful in finding a collision-free path, but not costeffective.
The second step was to validate the usage of those algorithms with respect to
the host UAV’s aerodynamics. The paths generated using the PRM were neither
controlled nor feasible, which could have been avoided if the generated path fulfilled
the aerodynamic flying constraints of the host UAV. Most of the generated paths using
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this algorithm had very sharp-edged turns, which is against the maneuverability of
UAVs; therefore, this path planning algorithm was excluded from consideration.
The Hybrid A* algorithm has a cost function containing distance and time as
parameters. Hence, such an algorithm was then tested to determine if it met the
aerodynamic constraints of the drones using dynamic objects. The simulation results
indicated that this algorithm could successfully find the shortest path for a host UAV
traveling at speeds up to 4m/s.
Path Planning (3D Environment):
Two 3D path planning collision avoidance algorithms were proposed. The first
integrated three 2D path planning algorithms in the xy, yz, and xz planes onto the xyz
plane using descriptive geometry and vector calculations. The resultant xyz projection
was interpolated from the resulting paths on each plane. Such an algorithm has shown
a success rate of 80% for 10 different scenarios in each of 10 trials.
The second 3D path planning algorithm was based on the A* algorithm,
typically used in 2D path planning and modified to include a third dimension. The
algorithm then searched in the x, y, and z directions with a cost function that determined
the shortest path based on calculating the sum of the distance from the start point at
each node and the distance to the end point at each node. The A* algorithm was the
shortest 3D path planning algorithm and has succeeded in all 10 scenarios used for
testing the previous algorithm. Furthermore, this algorithm has been compared to other
existing algorithms and has demonstrated cost savings of 48.23% over existing
algorithms with respect to the percentage of error in path planning length.
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The 3D path-planning algorithms were simulated in random 3D environments.
These environments had the 3D safety occupied regions of objects in two scenarios:
random and controlled. The simulation results indicated the success of both algorithms
in avoiding collision with obstacles in 3D.

6.2.

wFuture Work
Future work includes: 1) reduce the time needed for the proposed 3D path

planning algorithms by distributing the objectives of sub-paths in a high-performance
computing (HPC) environment; 2) add a SLAM feature to the drone to address its
locational identification for specific tasks; 3) implement the proposed algorithm to a
real UAV.
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Appendices
This section presents the created codes for each of the presented algorithms
along with there helping functions. Appendix A presents the 2D PRM path planning
algorithm, Appendix B presents the 2D Hybrid A* path planning algorithm, Appendix
C presents the Interpolated Three 2D Hybrid A* path planning algorithm, Appendix D
presents the proposed 3D A* path planning algorithm, and Appendix E presents the
commonly used subfunctions by all the algorithms.

Appendix A (2D PRM)
%% ----- Initialization -----%
close all
clear
clc
ObjNo = 50;
maxsize = 34;
RefPath = [];
%% ----- Randomizing Objects Poses and Speeds -----%
RSC = RandomizeScene(ObjNo, maxsize-4);
xk = []; yk = [];
for ii = 1:ObjNo
xk(ii) = RSC(ii,2);
yk(ii) = RSC(ii,3);
end
%% ----- Initializing the Workspace -----%
Getframe(RSC,34,0,0);
map = occupancyMap(34,34,34)
getOccupancy(map,[34 34])
limits = 1077;
image = imread('Frame.png');
imageCropped = image(10:(limits-10),10:(limits-10));
imageNorm = double(imageCropped)/255;
imageOccupancy = 1 - imageNorm;
for tt= 1:(limits-19)
for jj = 1:(limits-19)
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if imageOccupancy(jj,tt)==0
imageOccupancy(jj,tt) = 0;
else
imageOccupancy(jj,tt) = 1;
end
end
end
map = binaryOccupancyMap(imageOccupancy);
%% ----- Assigning Start and End Poses -----%
startPose = [1, 1];
goalPose = [1000, 1000];
count = 1;
%% ----- Main Loop -----%
while(startPose < goalPose)
planner = mobileRobotPRM(map,1000);
prm.ConnectionDistance = 15;
refpath = findpath(planner,startPose,goalPose);
RefPath = [RefPath; startPose(1,1) startPose(1,2)]
%% ----- Moving Objects -----%
for ii = 1:ObjNo
if(RSC(ii,6) == 0)
xk(ii) = xk(ii);
yk(ii)=yk(ii);
else
xk(ii) = xk(ii) + 0.5*cosd(RSC(ii,4));
yk(ii) = yk(ii) + 0.5*sind(RSC(ii,4));
RSC(ii,2) = xk(ii);
RSC(ii,3) = yk(ii);
end
end
%% ----- Plotting the Path with respect to the current occupancy -%
figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1])
show (planner)
xlabel('x-position in meters * (34/1058)');
ylabel('y-position in meters * (34/1058)');
%% ----- Recalculating Objects Poses -----%
Getframe(RSC,maxsize,0,0);
limits = 1077;
image = imread('Frame.png');
imageCropped = image(10:(limits-10),10:(limits-10));
imageNorm = double(imageCropped)/255;
imageOccupancy = 1 - imageNorm;
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for tt= 1:(limits-19)
for jj = 1:(limits-19)
if imageOccupancy(jj,tt)==0
imageOccupancy(jj,tt) = 0;
else
imageOccupancy(jj,tt) = 1;
end
end
end
map = occupancyMap(imageOccupancy);
if (refpath(2,1)< goalPose(1,1) && refpath(2,2)< goalPose(1,2))
if refpath(2,1)<refpath(1,1)
refpath(2,1) = refpath(1,1);
end
if refpath(2,2)<refpath(1,2)
refpath(2,2)=refpath(1,2);
end
startPose = [refpath(2,1), refpath(2,2)];
else
startPose(1,1) = goalPose(1,1);
startPose(1,2) = goalPose(1,2);
end
if count > 15
if ((startPose(1,1) == RefPath(end,1)) && (startPose(1,2) == RefPath(end,2)))
startPose(1,1) = goalPose(1,1);
startPose(1,2) = goalPose(1,2);
end
end
count = count + 1;
end
RefPath = [RefPath; refpath];
%% ----- Plotting the Final Path for the Host UAV -----%
figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1])
show(planner)
plot(RefPath(:,1),RefPath(:,2),'b-+')
title('Final Path')

Appendix B (2D Hybrid A*)
%% ----- Initialization -----%
close all
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clear
clc
ObjNo = 50;
maxsize = 34;
RefPath = [];
xk = []; yk = [];
vid = VideoWriter('3D Path Plannning.avi');
vid.FrameRate = 1;
vid.Quality = 100;
open(vid)
%% ----- Randomizing Objects Poses and Speeds -----%
RSC = RandomizeScene(ObjNo, maxsize-4);
for ii = 1:ObjNo
xk(ii) = RSC(ii,2);
yk(ii) = RSC(ii,3);
end
%% ----- Initializing the Workspace -----%
Getframe(RSC,34,0,0);
map = occupancyMap(34,34,34);
getOccupancy(map,[34 34]);
limits = 1077;
image = imread('Frame.png');
imageCropped = image(10:(limits-10),10:(limits-10));
imageNorm = double(imageCropped)/255;
imageOccupancy = 1 - imageNorm;
for tt= 1:(limits-19)
for jj = 1:(limits-19)
if imageOccupancy(jj,tt)==0
imageOccupancy(jj,tt) = 0;
else
imageOccupancy(jj,tt) = 1;
end
end
end
%% ----- Assigning Start and End Poses -----%
startPose = [0, 0, 0];
goalPose = [1000, 1000, pi/4];
count=1;
hop = 140;
RefPath = startPose;
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%% -------- Main Loop ---------%
while((startPose(1,1) < goalPose(1,1)) && (startPose(1,2)<(goalPose(1,2))))
tic
%% ----- Initializing the Occupancy Map -----%
map = occupancyMap(imageOccupancy);
setOccupancy(map,[imageOccupancy(1)
imageOccupancy(2)],ones(ObjNo,1),'grid')
%% --- Calculating the optimal path and validating its availability --%
validator = validatorOccupancyMap;
validator.Map = map;
planner =
plannerHybridAStar(validator,'MinTurningRadius',15,'MotionPrimitiveLength',10);
refpath = plan(planner,startPose,goalPose);
%% --- Plotting the Path with respect to the current occupancy ----%
figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1])
show(planner)
xlabel('x-position in
meters','FontSize',16,'FontName','Times','FontWeight','bold','Color','k')
ylabel('y-position in
meters','FontSize',16,'FontName','Times','FontWeight','bold','Color','k')
xt = [0:3:33];
yt = [0:3:33];
set(gca,'xticklabel',xt,'yticklabel',yt,'FontName', 'Times', 'FontWeight', 'bold',
'FontSize', 14)
grid on
%% ----- Saving the Accumulated Reference Path for later plotting ----%
if length(refpath.States)> hop
for rr = 1:hop-1
RefPath = [RefPath; refpath.States(rr,1) refpath.States(rr,2) refpath.States(rr,3)];
end
else
RefPath = RefPath;
end
%% ----- Moving Objects -----%
for ii = 1:ObjNo
if(RSC(ii,6) == 0)
xk(ii) = xk(ii);
yk(ii)=yk(ii);
else
xk(ii) = xk(ii) + cosd(RSC(ii,4));
yk(ii) = yk(ii) + sind(RSC(ii,4));
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RSC(ii,2) = xk(ii);
RSC(ii,3) = yk(ii);
end
end
%% -------- Recalculating Objects Poses ---------%
Getframe(RSC,34,0,0);
limits = 1077;
image = imread('Frame.png');
imageCropped = image(10:(limits-10),10:(limits-10));
imageNorm = double(imageCropped)/255;
imageOccupancy = 1 - imageNorm;
for tt= 1:(limits-19)
for jj = 1:(limits-19)
if imageOccupancy(jj,tt)==0
imageOccupancy(jj,tt) = 0;
else
imageOccupancy(jj,tt) = 1;
end
end
end

if length(refpath.States)> hop
Dronetheta=refpath.States(hop,3)-startPose(3);
Dronex = (refpath.States(hop,1)-startPose(1))*30/2000;
Droney = (refpath.States(hop,2)-startPose(2))*30/2000;
turn(mydrone,Dronetheta);
move(mydrone,[Droney Dronex 0]);
startPose = [refpath.States(hop,1), refpath.States(hop,2),refpath.States(hop,3)];
else
Dronetheta=goalPose(hop,3)-startPose(3);
Dronex = (goalPose(hop,1)-startPose(1))*30/2000;
Droney = (goalPose(hop,2)-startPose(2))*30/2000;
turn(mydrone,Dronetheta);
move(mydrone,[Droney Dronex 0]);
startPose = goalPose;
end
time(count) = toc;
count = count+1;
RefPath = [RefPath; refpath.States];
%% -------- Plotting the animated Path for the Host UAV ---------%
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figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1])
xlabel('x-position in
meters','FontSize',16,'FontName','Times','FontWeight','bold','Color','k')
ylabel('y-position in
meters','FontSize',16,'FontName','Times','FontWeight','bold','Color','k')
xt = [0:3:33];
yt = [0:3:33];
set(gca,'xticklabel',xt,'yticklabel',yt,'FontName', 'Times', 'FontWeight', 'bold',
'FontSize', 14)
grid on
title('Final Path')
hold on
startPose = [1, 1, 0];
for ii=1:length(RefPath)
plot(RefPath(1:ii,1), RefPath(1:ii,2),'b',startPose(1,1),startPose(1,2),'g*',
goalPose(1,1),goalPose(1,2),'m*');
UAV = plot(RefPath(ii,1),RefPath(ii,2),'ro')
pause(0.00001)
delete(UAV)
end
grid on
hold off
frame = getframe(gcf);
writeVideo(vid,frame);
end
close(vid);

Appendix C (Interpolated Three 2D Hybrid A* path planning algorithm)
%% --- Initialization ---%
close all
clear all
clc
ObjNo = 5;
maxsize = 15;
RefPath = [];
RefPath1 = [];
RefPath2 = [];
RefPath3 =[];
xk = []; yk = []; zk = [];
vid = VideoWriter('3D Path Plannning.avi');
vid.FrameRate = 1;
vid.Quality = 100;
open(vid)
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vid2 = VideoWriter('3D Path Plannning2.avi');
vid2.FrameRate = 1;
vid2.Quality = 100;
open(vid2)
vid3 = VideoWriter('3D Path Plannning3.avi');
vid3.FrameRate = 1;
vid3.Quality = 100;
open(vid3)
%% --- Randomizing Objects Poses and Speeds ---%
RSC = RandomizeScene(ObjNo, maxsize);
for ii = 1:ObjNo
xk(ii) = RSC(ii,2);
yk(ii) = RSC(ii,3);
zk(ii) = RSC(ii,4);
end

%% --- Assigning Start and End Poses ---%
startPose = [7, 1, 3];
goalPose = [2 ,15, 14];
count=1;
hop = 3;
RefPathTotal = startPose;
mypose = [0, pi/2, 0];

%% --- Main Loop ---%
while((startPose(1,1) < goalPose(1,1)) ||
(startPose(1,2)<(goalPose(1,2)))||(startPose(1,3)<(goalPose(1,3))))
%% --- Intializing the Workspace ---------%
Getframe(RSC,maxsize,0,0);
ObjLoc = load('Obj_Loc.mat');
%% --- Intializing the Occupancy Map ---------%
map3D = occupancyMap3D(maxsize);
map2Dxy = occupancyMap(zeros(225,225),15);
map2Dxz = occupancyMap(zeros(225,225),15);
map2Dyz = occupancyMap(zeros(225,225),15);
for xx = 1:ObjNo
Object = ObjLoc.Obj_Loc(xx).TOTAL';
setOccupancy(map3D,Object , 1);
Xall = Object(:,1);
Yall = Object(:,2);
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Zall = Object(:,3);
mymap1 = [Xall, Yall];
mymap2 = [Xall, Zall];
mymap3 = [Yall, Zall];
setOccupancy(map2Dxy, mymap1,1);
setOccupancy(map2Dxz, mymap2,1);
setOccupancy(map2Dyz, mymap3,1);
end
%% --- Check if Path is Clear ---%
occMatrix1 = checkOccupancy(map2Dxy);
occMatrix2 = checkOccupancy(map2Dxz);
occMatrix3 = checkOccupancy(map2Dyz);
Total_occ1 = sum(sum(occMatrix1(1:(225floor((startPose(1,2)*224/15)+1)),1:225)));
if (Total_occ1 == 0)
RefPathx = RefPathx(2:length(RefPathx));
RefPathy = RefPathy(2:length(RefPathy));
RefPathz = RefPathz(2:length(RefPathz));
else
validator1 = validatorOccupancyMap;
validator1.Map = map2Dxy;
planner1 = plannerHybridAStar(validator1,'MinTurningRadius',2);
%% --- Check if start or goal falls within a space occupancy ---%
occMatrix1 = checkOccupancy(map2Dxy);
if(((occMatrix1(226-floor((startPose(1,2)*224/15)+1),
floor((startPose(1,1)*224/15)+1))) == 1)||((occMatrix1(226ceil((startPose(1,2)*224/15)+1), ceil((startPose(1,1)*224/15)+1))) ==
1)||((occMatrix1(226-floor((goalPose(1,2)*224/15)+1),
floor((goalPose(1,1)*224/15)+1))) == 1)||((occMatrix1(226ceil((goalPose(1,2)*224/15)+1), ceil((goalPose(1,1)*224/15)+1))) == 1))
refpath1 = 0;
clear refpath1;
refpath1.States =[];
else
refpath1 = plan(planner1,[startPose(1,1) startPose(1,2)
mypose(1,1)],[goalPose(1,1) goalPose(1,2) mypose(1,1)]);
if (isempty(refpath1.States))
else
mypose(1,1) = refpath1.States(hop,3);
end
end
figure(1)
show(planner1)
validator2 = validatorOccupancyMap;
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validator2.Map = map2Dxz;
planner2 = plannerHybridAStar(validator2,'MinTurningRadius',2);
occMatrix2 = checkOccupancy(map2Dxz);
if(((occMatrix2(226-floor((startPose(1,3)*224/15)+1),
floor((startPose(1,1)*224/15)+1))) == 1)||((occMatrix2(226ceil((startPose(1,3)*224/15)+1), ceil((startPose(1,1)*224/15)+1))) ==
1)||((occMatrix2(226-floor((goalPose(1,3)*224/15)+1),
floor((goalPose(1,1)*224/15)+1))) == 1)||((occMatrix2(226ceil((goalPose(1,3)*224/15)+1), ceil((goalPose(1,1)*224/15)+1))) == 1))
refpath2 = 0;
clear refpath2;
refpath2.States =[];
else
refpath2 = plan(planner2,[startPose(1,1) startPose(1,3)
mypose(1,2)],[goalPose(1,1) goalPose(1,3) mypose(1,2)]);
if (isempty(refpath2.States))
else
mypose(1,2) = refpath2.States(hop,3);
end
end
figure(2)
show(planner2)
validator3 = validatorOccupancyMap;
validator3.Map = map2Dyz;
planner3 = plannerHybridAStar(validator3,'MinTurningRadius',2);
occMatrix3 = checkOccupancy(map2Dyz);
if(((occMatrix3(226-floor((startPose(1,3)*224/15)+1),
floor((startPose(1,2)*224/15)+1))) == 1)||((occMatrix3(226ceil((startPose(1,3)*224/15)+1), ceil((startPose(1,2)*224/15)+1))) ==
1)||((occMatrix3(226-floor((goalPose(1,3)*224/15)+1),
floor((goalPose(1,2)*224/15)+1))) == 1)||((occMatrix3(226ceil((goalPose(1,3)*224/15)+1), ceil((goalPose(1,2)*224/15)+1))) == 1))
refpath3 = 0;
clear refpath3;
refpath3.States =[];
else
refpath3 = plan(planner3,[startPose(1,2) startPose(1,3)
mypose(1,3)],[goalPose(1,2) goalPose(1,3) mypose(1,3)]);
if (isempty(refpath3.States))
else
mypose(1,3) = refpath3.States(hop,3);
end
end
figure(3)
show(planner3)
%% --- Check if cannot find a path, calculate the path manually ---%
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if(isempty(refpath1.States) || isempty(refpath2.States)|| isempty(refpath3.States))
if (isempty(refpath1.States)) && (~isempty(refpath2.States)) &&
(~isempty(refpath3.States))
RefPath2 = [refpath2.States(:,1) refpath2.States(:,2)];
RefPath3 = [refpath3.States(:,1) refpath3.States(:,2)];
A = min([length(RefPath2),length(RefPath3)]);
RefPath2 = resample(RefPath2,A,length(RefPath2));
RefPath3 = resample(RefPath3,A,length(RefPath3));
RefPathx = RefPath2(:,1);
RefPathy = RefPath3(:,1);
RefPathz = RefPath2(:,2)+RefPath3(:,2);
RefPathz = RefPathz/2;
elseif(isempty(refpath1.States)) && (isempty(refpath2.States)) &&
(~isempty(refpath3.States))
RefPath3 = [refpath3.States(:,1) refpath3.States(:,2)];
RefPathx = linspace(startPose(1,1),goalPose(1,1),length(RefPath3(:,1)));
RefPathx = RefPathx';
RefPathy = RefPath3(:,1);
RefPathz = RefPath3(:,2);
elseif (~isempty(refpath1.States)) && (~isempty(refpath2.States)) &&
(isempty(refpath3.States))
RefPath1 = [refpath1.States(:,1) refpath1.States(:,2)];
RefPath2 = [refpath2.States(:,1) refpath2.States(:,2)];
A = min([length(RefPath1),length(RefPath2)]);
RefPath1 = resample(RefPath1,A,length(RefPath1));
RefPath2 = resample(RefPath2,A,length(RefPath2));
RefPathx = RefPath1(:,1)+RefPath2(:,1);
RefPathy = RefPath1(:,2);
RefPathz = RefPath2(:,2);
RefPathx = RefPathx/2;
elseif (~isempty(refpath1.States)) && (isempty(refpath2.States)) &&
(~isempty(refpath3.States))
RefPath1 = [refpath1.States(:,1) refpath1.States(:,2)];
RefPath3 = [refpath3.States(:,1) refpath3.States(:,2)];
A = min([length(RefPath1),length(RefPath3)]);
RefPath1 = resample(RefPath1,A,length(RefPath1));
RefPath3 = resample(RefPath3,A,length(RefPath3));
RefPathx = RefPath1(:,1);
RefPathy = RefPath1(:,2)+RefPath3(:,1);
RefPathz = RefPath3(:,2);
RefPathy = RefPathy/2;
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elseif (isempty(refpath1.States)) && (~isempty(refpath2.States)) &&
(isempty(refpath3.States))
RefPath2 = [refpath2.States(:,1) refpath2.States(:,2)];
RefPathx = RefPath2(:,1);
RefPathy =linspace(startPose(1,2),goalPose(1,2),length(RefPath2(:,1)));
RefPathy = RefPathy';
RefPathz = RefPath2(:,2);
elseif (~isempty(refpath1.States)) && (isempty(refpath2.States)) &&
(isempty(refpath3.States))
RefPath1 = [refpath1.States(:,1) refpath1.States(:,2)];
RefPathx = RefPath1(:,1);
RefPathy = RefPath1(:,2);
RefPathz =linspace(startPose(1,3),goalPose(1,3),length(RefPath1(:,1)));
RefPathz = RefPathz';
else
return
end
else
RefPath1 = [refpath1.States(:,1) refpath1.States(:,2)];
RefPath2 = [refpath2.States(:,1) refpath2.States(:,2)];
RefPath3 = [refpath3.States(:,1) refpath3.States(:,2)];
A = min([length(RefPath1),length(RefPath2),length(RefPath3)]);
RefPath1 = resample(RefPath1,A,length(RefPath1));
RefPath2 = resample(RefPath2,A,length(RefPath2));
RefPath3 = resample(RefPath3,A,length(RefPath3));
RefPathx = RefPath1(:,1)+RefPath2(:,1);
RefPathy = RefPath1(:,2)+RefPath3(:,1);
RefPathz = RefPath2(:,2)+RefPath3(:,2);
RefPathx = RefPathx/2;
RefPathy = RefPathy/2;
RefPathz = RefPathz/2;
end
end
RefPathx(length(RefPathx)) = goalPose(1,1);
RefPathy(length(RefPathy)) = goalPose(1,2);
RefPathz(length(RefPathz)) = goalPose(1,3);
RefPathT = [RefPathx, RefPathy, RefPathz];
%% --- Plot the Reference Path ---%
figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1])
plot3(RefPathT(:,1), RefPathT(:,2),RefPathT(:,3))
hold on
map = show(map3D);
plot3(RefPathT(1,1), RefPathT(1,2),RefPathT(1,3),'x','Color','r')
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plot3(RefPathT(end,1), RefPathT(end,2),RefPathT(end,3),'o','Color','b')
xlim([-1 16]);
ylim([-1 16]);
zlim([-1 16]);
view(45,45);
grid on
hold off
frame = getframe(gcf);
writeVideo(vid,frame);
figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1])
plot3(RefPathT(:,1), RefPathT(:,2),RefPathT(:,3))
hold on
map = show(map3D);
plot3(RefPathT(1,1), RefPathT(1,2),RefPathT(1,3),'x','Color','r')
plot3(RefPathT(end,1), RefPathT(end,2),RefPathT(end,3),'o','Color','b')
xlim([-1 16]);
ylim([-1 16]);
zlim([-1 16]);
view(60,30);
grid on
hold off
frame2 = getframe(gcf);
writeVideo(vid2,frame2);
figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1])
plot3(RefPathT(:,1), RefPathT(:,2),RefPathT(:,3))
hold on
map = show(map3D);
plot3(RefPathT(1,1), RefPathT(1,2),RefPathT(1,3),'x','Color','r')
plot3(RefPathT(end,1), RefPathT(end,2),RefPathT(end,3),'o','Color','b')
xlim([-1 16]);
ylim([-1 16]);
zlim([-1 16]);
view(-60,60);
grid on
hold off
frame3 = getframe(gcf);
writeVideo(vid3,frame3);
%% --- Moving Objects ---%
Speed = 1;
for ii = 1:ObjNo
if(RSC(ii,8) == 0)
xk(ii) = xk(ii);
yk(ii)=yk(ii);
else
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xk(ii) = xk(ii) + Speed*cosd(RSC(ii,5));
yk(ii) = yk(ii) + Speed*sind(RSC(ii,5));
zk(ii) = zk(ii) + Speed*cosd(RSC(ii,6));
RSC(ii,2) = xk(ii);
RSC(ii,3) = yk(ii);
RSC(ii,4) = zk(ii);
end
end
[a b] = size(RefPathT);
if a > hop
startPose = RefPathT(hop,:);
else
startPose = goalPose;
%% --- Plot ---%
figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1])
hold on
map = show(map3D);
plot3(startPose(1,1), startPose(1,2),startPose(1,3),'x','Color','r')
plot3(RefPathT(end,1), RefPathT(end,2),RefPathT(end,3),'o','Color','b')
xlim([-1 16]);
ylim([-1 16]);
zlim([-1 16]);
view(45,45);
grid on
hold off
frame = getframe(gcf);
writeVideo(vid,frame);
figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1])
hold on
map = show(map3D);
plot3(startPose(1,1), startPose(1,2),startPose(1,3),'x','Color','r')
plot3(RefPathT(end,1), RefPathT(end,2),RefPathT(end,3),'o','Color','b')
xlim([-1 16]);
ylim([-1 16]);
zlim([-1 16]);
view(60,30);
grid on
hold off
frame2 = getframe(gcf);
writeVideo(vid2,frame2);
figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1])
hold on
map = show(map3D);
plot3(startPose(1,1), startPose(1,2),startPose(1,3),'x','Color','r')
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plot3(RefPathT(end,1), RefPathT(end,2),RefPathT(end,3),'o','Color','b')
xlim([-1 16]);
ylim([-1 16]);
zlim([-1 16]);
view(-60,60);
grid on
hold off
frame3 = getframe(gcf);
writeVideo(vid3,frame3);
end
count=count+1;
end
close(vid);
close(vid2);
close(vid3);

Appendix D (Proposed 3D A* path planning algorithm)
%% --- Initialization ---%
close all
clear all
clc
ObjNo = 5;
maxsize = 15;
RefPath = [];
RefPath1 = [];
Appendix E (SubFunctions)
%% Randomizing the Scene:
function [objMatrix] = RandomizeScene(ObjNo,maxsize)
% Creates a matrix with random xposition yposition angle object type and
% obect speed for a defined number of objects within a defined maximum
% scene size
% Object type:
% Person = 1;
% Drone = 2;
% Chair = 3;;
% Desk/Table = 4;
% Door = 5;
% Wall = 6;
% Window = 7;
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Person_Speed = [0:0.2:1];
UAV_Guest_Speed = [1:0.5:3];

objMatrix=[];
for ii=1:ObjNo
% if ii==1
% xpos=20;
% elseif ii==2
% xpos = 17.75;
% elseif ii ==3
% xpos = 10;
% elseif ii ==4
% xpos = 15.5;
% elseif ii==5
% xpos = 22.25;
% elseif ii == 6
% xpos = 24.5;
% else
% xpos = 1;
% end
xpos = randi([5 maxsize]);
ypos = randi([5 maxsize]);
% zpos = 20;
zpos = randi([5 maxsize]);
% ypos=20;
% angle= -90;
angle = randi(360);
% angleTH = 40;
angleTH = randi([35 60]);
objType=2; %randi(2); % 1 is cone 2 is drone
if objType == 1
objSpeed = datasample(Person_Speed,1);
elseif objType == 2
objSpeed = datasample(UAV_Guest_Speed,1);
else %Table or chair with 0 speed
objSpeed = 0;
end
objMatrix=[objMatrix; ii xpos ypos zpos angle angleTH objType objSpeed];
end
%% Randomizing the Scene:
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